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throughout the StateI "The Wecst Aus-
tralian" might possibly circulate throughout
the State, but "The Daily 'News" might not.

Amendment put and negatived.

Clause, as previously amended, agreed to.

Clause 4--Dried Fruits Board:

lon. A. THOMSON: Before we come t
any new provisions I trust that, seeing that
members have not had an opportunity to
peruse the Bill, the Honorary 'Minister will
report progress.

The HONORARY MINISTER: We are
reaching that stage and I am agreeable to
that course,

Progress rcportcd.

EE6L-FACTORIES AND SHOPS
ACT AMENDMENT.

Second Reading.

THE MISTER FOR DINES (Hon. H.
S. W. Parker-MNetropol itan-Suburbant)
[7.38] in moving the second reading said:
This is a very short Bill to permit of the
alteration of the boundaries of shop districts.
Under Section 99 of the present Factories
and Shops Act power is given to the
Governor tot by proclamation-

uonstitute a~ny uleflued portion of the State
a Rhop district for thle purposts of this Act,
aind spvecitv the boundaries of such district,
and niay in like manner (subjCt '4s herin-
after prurliled) abolish any district, and may
assign n naumi ti, or change the namo of, any
ilist ntt.

A great many districts have been pro-
claimied ala1 generally they follow the
lioundaries of road distr-icts, but instantes
have arisen where anomalies have occurred.
In Busselton, for instance, people resident in
the Margaret River Road Board area have
a right to vote for the Busselton shop district
and not for the district in -which they re-
side and thus not for the township in which
they are most interested. It was thought
that perhaps the Governor could alter the
boundaries by llroclamation, but the Crown
l.nw autliorii> have advised that he has
not that power and that the proclamation
having. bei'n made declaring an area, the
only power the Goveinor has is to abolish
thim area. For the Governor to (10 that
would not he in accordance with the Act,
andi therefore this short Bill is to permit
of a proclamation being made to alter the

boundaries of any shop district. The -sec-
tion, with the proposed amendment, will
read-

(1) The Glovernor may by proelnantion
constitute any defined portion of the State a
mheje district for the purposes of this Act, andl
specify the bsiundarics of such district1 and
may in like nmner (subject as hereinafter
provided) abolish or alter the boundaries of
any district, and may assign a name to, or
change the aoe of, any district.

I think members will agree that this
is a powver the Governor should have, and
an essential and necessary power to over-
come many anomalies that have arisen in
the past 20 years. The Act came into
force originally in 1920, sio it is only to he
expected there would be some such anoma-
lies. I move-

That the Bill be now read a second time.

On motion by Hon. E. H. Gray, debate
adjourned.

House adjourned at 7.43 p,-m.

Tnesday, 18th -November, 1947.
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FILL-GAS (STANDARDS).

In Committee.

1esu,,ied from the 13th November. Air.
Perkins in the (Chair; the 'Minister for
Works in charge of the Bill.

The CHIRMCIAN: Progress was reporteq
on a new clause moved by the membet for
North-East Fiemnantle as follows:-

'IS. Prom end after the commencement of
this Act, a gas undertaker shall not make tiny
charge, whether directly or indirectly, and by
whatever name such charge is designated, for
the hire of any mneter. A gas undertaker of-
fending against the provisions of this section
shall be guilty of an offence, and shall be liable
to a penalty not exceeding twenty pounds, and
to a penalty not exceeding five pounds for
every day during which the offence continues.''

('an the member for North-East Fremantle
indicate at -what point in the Bill the new
clause should be inserted?

Hon. J. T. TONKIN: I feel, Mr. Chair-
man, that that is more a matter for the
Clerk of Parliament than for the member
moving to have a provision included in the
Hill. However, I think this new clause
might properly be inserted after Clause 7,
which refdrs to the quantity of gas sold by
undertakers, as [lie new clause deals with
the meters that will measure the quantity
oi gas sold.

The CHAIRMAN: I asked the hion. mem-
her that question in order to get an indi-
cation of the relevancy of the clause to the
subject-matter of the Hill.

Hon. J. T. Tonkin: Having answered the
question, I hope I have satisfied you.

The CHAIRMAN: I am afraid the ob-
jection I had to accepting the new clause
moved by' the lion. member previously ap-
plies to this one. The portion of the Bill
suggested by the lion, member as the ap-
propriate place for the new clause deals
with the testing of gas, and the Bill, as I
indicated on a prei-ious occasion, deals
with the apparatus for testing gas for cal-
orifie value, purity and pressure, and is
really a Qas standards Bill. The new clause
deals with a different principle whichI in

mny opinion, should be included in other
legislation.

lion. J. B. Sleemnan: What about Clause
7?

The CHAIRMAN: The argument ad-
vanced on a former occasion was that a
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gas uindertaking must have some provision
for measuring the supply to consumers. If
that argument were accepted, it would mean
that any Bill could have tacked on to it
almost any clause merely incidental to it
and not dealing with the principle. I.
therefore rule the proposed new clause to
be outside the subject-matter of the Bill.

Dissent from Chairman's Ruling.

Hon. J. T. Tonkin: Then I must dissent
front your ruling.

[The Speaker resumed the Chair.]

The Chairman having stated the dissent,
Hon. J. T. Tonkin: Had the ruling of

the, other evening not been given I be-
Ieve there would have been no question
about the proposed new clause. I hope it
will not be regarded as necessary that, if
at tiny time the Committee xnakes a mis-
take, that mistake will be perpetuated.
I feel that a mistake was made last Thurs-
day. The proposed new clause refers to
meters, meters being the appliances used by
gas companies to measure the quantity of
gas uised] by consumers. The Chairman has
ruled it out of order onl the ground of its
being outside the scope of tbe Bill. When
I suggested that it should be inserted afterl
Clause 7, lie said that Clause 7 referred to
thle testing of gas. Clause 7, Subelause (1)
rea ds-

Every undertaker shall pay to the Commis-
siol, anunually such sun as the Governor by
Or-der in C'oncil p ublishied in the 4Gazette"
pri cribes, and the sum payable by the several
undertakers shall he cah-ndated at the rate of
not more than one fa-thing for every two
thousand cubic feet of gas sol1d by tlmtm re-
spet-tive913 durIing the period of twelve months
ending oil the thirtieth dtav Of June n~ext pre-
coding the date- on which the Order in Council
comies into Operation.-

IIowv much does that refer -to the testing of
gas? It refers to the consumption of a (-Cr-
tabn quantity of gas, and the only posi-Ha'
w aY in which that quantity can be arrived
at is b)y measuring it through a meter. If
the meter is out of order, the resultant figure
will nit be correct, amnd if it is incorrect
to time extent of considerably under-estimat-
ing; the quantity being sold, the Fleelrivitv
Commission will hie losing money. Corme-
quently, it wvill he necessary- that efficient
meters be installed on the premises of con-
Sumers in order that the requirements of
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the subelause may be met. All I amr en-
deavouring to provide is that where such
meters are used for the purpose of enabling
this calculation to be arrived at, no rent
shall be paid by the consumers for thosq
meters. Further reference to meters is to
he found in this Bill in the Schedule which
does refer to the testing of gas. It says-

In order to test the gas for calorific value
when a Ilow calorimeter is used, the gas shall
first pass- through an effict meter and gov-
ernor.

So the Bill there mentions the words "meter"
and "governor," and says that it is antici-
pated that the gas which will be supplied
will flow through a meter. it must indeed
do so before 'it can be tested with a flow
calorimeter. So, to argue that a provision
in regard to meters is outside the scope of
the Bill is, to ray way of thinking,
not souand at all be-cause I think it is
very much within the scope of the Bill, and,
if meters are outside the scope of the Bill
I would like to ask you, Sir, or anybody else
to tell me how this eompony is to know how
much gas it has sold unless it has meters
read, and it sends a man fromn the com-
pany's works regularly to read them and,
to see what the consumpti 'on is! If there
are no meters to read, there can be no total
consumaption on which the company can pay'-
money to the Commission. If there most
be meters to read, then what I am attempt-
ing to put into the Bill must be relevant
to the meters; it cannot he otfierwise.

Mr. Perkins: I listened carefully to what
the member for North-East Fremantle said
about the ruling by the Chairman of Com-
mittees. and I -submit the arguments he has
produced are not really relevant to this
issue at all. The lbon, member has quoted
Clause 7 of the Bill in support of the
amendlment or the proposed new clause
which he has moved, and has stated that
Clause 7 deals with a similar matter to that
covered by his amendment. Hot I point
out that Clause 7 comes under that part of
the Bill which deals with the testing of gas,
and the provisions of Clause 7 are only in-
cidental to this testing of gas. Provision
is made therein for certain fees to be pay-
able to the Commission for the testing of
gas, and the fees which shall be payable
are arrived at by calculating the total pro-
duction of gas by the company. No-one is
so foolish as to deny that a gas undertaking

cannot be run without domestic meters, but
such meters are primarily for calculating
the amount of gas which each individual con-
sumer uses and, therefore, the amount of
money he should pay to the gas company
for that gas. It is only a secondary matter,
if the registration of such meters does form
the basis for arriving' at this quarterly re-
turn, that such meters should he used as a
basis for calculation of the fees payable to
the Commission.

I submit that this deals with a different
principle entirely from that which the mem-
ber for North-East Fremantle seeks to in-
sert ,by the new clause. In any case, I
presume that the gas company does have
master meters installed in its works. I am
personally not conversant with the gas
company's works, but other undertakings
supplying any commodity in large quanti-
ties through pipes in a similar manner to
this-for instance, water supply undertak-
ings-always have master meters to
check the consumers' mieters. I take
it that if such master meters are installed
by the gas company, it would he equally
feasible to take the registration of sue];
master meters in calculating the fees which
should be paid to the Commission by the gas
company. Essentially, this Bill is one that
deals with standards of gas. It is clearly
set out in the short Title to the Bill. It IF
a gas standards Bill. It is set oat in the
different clauses qf the Bill, in the way they
are divided into different parts, and it is
-again set- out in the Schedule to the Bill
that the nmeasure is one dealing with the
c~llorifle value of gas, the purity of gas and
the pressure at which gas is supplied. I
submit that this question of domestic meter-,
is one which should be dealt with in some
other legislation.

I have already said th at no-one would be so
foolishi as to deny that if a gas undertaking
is to run successfully, consumers must have
domestic meters installed; but, because the
word "meters" happens to be used in the
Bill, it appears to me that that is no good
reason for attempting to ihsert in the mea-
sure a provision dealing with those domestic
meters. Ht that principle wiire accepted
it wrould be possible to introduce almost any
foreign clause into any Bill submitted ta
this House. For instance, in a Bill dealing
with tramways it would he possible for a
member to move some amendment dealinir
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with coaebbuilders; because obviously if we
are going to build tramears, we must have
coaebbuilders to do so. If we are going
to extend that principle, it will make our
Standing Orders almost a farce. I there-
fore submit that the arguments which the
member for North-East Fremantle has pro-
duced in favour of his new clause are not
sound.

Hon. J. B. Siceman: I think the Chair-
man of Committees made a very true state-
ment when he said he was not conversant
with the working of gas undertakings. This
Bill is a measure to amend the law with
respect to the supply of gas, and we can-
not possihly allow a ruling such as has
been given to get through, because it would
be taken as a precedent for years to come.
I was very hopeful that -when the appro-
priate time arrived-perhaips 'tomorrow-
we would have the Bill recommitted with a
view to having a -ruling from Mr. Speaker
different from that which was given the
other evening. The Bill deals with the supply
of gas. This clause 6s nothing to do with
the testing of gas. _That is dealt with in
Clause 6. Clause 7 sets oat what shall be
done by the undertaker with regard to the
Commission. It reads as follows:-

Every undertaker shall pay to the Commis-
sion annually such sum as the Governor by
Order in Council published in tbe ''Gazette"
prescribes, and the sum payable by the several
undlertakers shall be calculated at the rate of
not mare than one farthing for every two thous-
-and cubiz feet of gas sold by them respectively
during thu period of twelve months ending on
the thirtieth day of June next preceding thiE
date on -which the Order in Council comes
into operation.

Why is he going to pay it? Why has the
undertaker to pay such sumK to the Com-
mission! Is it because of the testing of
gasi That has nothing to do with it. He
has to pay at the rate Of not more than a
farthing for every 2,000 cubic feet of gas
sold. - I want you, Mr. Speaker, to take
particular note that it does not say that it
is to apply to every 2.000 cubie, feet of gas
produced. There is a big difference be-
tween the amount of gas produced and that
sold. .The Bill provides that for every
2,000 cubic. feet of gas sold, a certain
amount has to be paid to the Commission.
How can we determine the amount sold?
The Chairman of Committees says it can be
done through a master meter. That is too
ridiculous for words. The master meter

shows what the production is, but not the
amount used by the consumer, or the,
amount sold. The way to see how much is
sold is to read the meters of Tom, Dick andl
Harry and total the figures showing.

The Act could not be put into operation
if the consumers did not have meters. The
member for North-East Fremantle there-
for0 said that we should refuse to allow the
gas company to make a charge for the
meters. What he proposes is relevant to
the subject-matter of the Bill. The other
night, the Chairman' of Committees mnen-
tioned the- Title of an Act and then got on
to the subject-matter. Now he is back to
the short Title. I hope you, Sir, can see
the wisdom of allowing this amendment.
Without it, it will be impossible for the.
measure to be carried out. The Bill pro-
vides that there must be meters, so it is quite
relevant for the member for North-East
Frenmantle to say there -.ill be no charge for
them. I hope you will disallow the ruling
of the Chairman of Committees.

Mr. Fox: I agree with the member for
Fremantla. There is no possibjlity of the
company assessing the amount of gas sold,
by means of a master meter, if it has one.
The Ch airman of Committees referred to
master meters where water is distributed.
Hundreds of houses have no water meters
at all. With gas, the same as with water,
th6 pipes become broken on numbers of
occasions and great volumes of gas escape.
Is the company to pay the Government on
the gas that escapes? It is ridiculous to
say roat the amount should be computed
on the gas that passes through a master
meter. It must be worked out on the gas
sold, and that can only be determined by
assessing the amount that goes through each
individual meter. I refer to Subelause (2)
of Clause 4 which provides-

For the purposes -of this ketion, every local
authority, corporation, company, firm or per-
son making or supplying gas for lighting,
heating, motive power or other purposes and
disposig of same for profit, shaD, en or be-
fore the thirty-first day of August in each
year, forward to the Minister a statement in
respect of each and every portion of the
undertaking of such local auth~rity, corpora-
tion, zompany, firm or person showing the
amount of gas so disposed of during the
twelve months ended the thirtieth day of June
then inext preceding.
How is the undertaker to find out the amount
of gas disposed of unless at meter is sup-
plied to each individual person? I support
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the motion to disagree with the Chairman's
ruling.

Mr. Leslie: I was rather interested to
bear the remarks of the member for Fe--
mantle and to compare what he said with
what occurred in this House last year. I
accept what has been the guiding principle
of this, and of all British Parliaments,
namely, that once a Speaker, regardless of
who he is, has given a ruling and establishied
* precedent, it is accepted.

Hon, J. 13. Sleeman: Who told you thatr

Mr. Leslie:- That appears to be the f unda-
mental principle upon which British Par-
liaments function.

Mr. Graham: One of your first speeches
in this House was against the Speaker's
ruling.

Mr. Leslie: I do not say that we should
not disagree with the Speaker's ruling.

Hion. J. B. Sleeman: The first day you
were here you spoke on a motion to dis-
agree with the Speaker's ruling. If anyone
baa more cheek than that, please tell me.

Mr. Leslie: I have the same right to dis-
agree with the Speaker's ruling as has any
other member. But once the Speaker has
given a ruling, he establishes a precedent
and I agree to accept it. I was of the same
opinion last year in connection with a Bill
submitted to deal with the franchise of the
Legislative Council. That measure had for
its purposo the submission of two questions
to electors, dealing with the franchise of
the Legislative Council. I moved an amlend-
ment to include a third question, hut the
Chairman of Committees ruled it out of
order, and his ruling was later supported
by the S8peaker. I disagreed with the rul-
ing of' the Chairnan of Committees. I said
tis-

The purpose of this Bill is to submit to the
eleetors questions which this Parliament must

ecidev ulpfin. 'fle only questions w ceaa sub-
wuit under this Bill arc cncerned with the
Le-gislativi- Coruncil as a constituoint part of the
Parlivrnient of' time State. 8G long us thle quer-

% onwe proplose to irlude are concerned writh
le Lgisltvc Counili as a constituent part

of the 1'arlianivnt of the State they -ire ad-
missibli'. Tiny come within. the swope of thc
Bill because its9 purpose is to den! with time
Legislative Counc-il and its constitution as TO-
11iting to thiq Houise, and the relationship of
the twvo Hlouses together. The Bill does not
define the nubr of questions which aITC to
he suibmitted. in any event, it is within the
prerogative of this Parliament to alter thd
number of questions that can be submitted.

It is net within the power of anybody to say
that the questions shall be presented in one
form and in no other form, anti that Pathsa-
meaut shall riot have power to alter them. Par-
'iamieat has power to include anything in a
Bill so long aso it is within the subjett-matter
and scope of the Bill; and 1 contend that the
scope of this measure i.4 'InY matter which
relates to the Legislative Council as a eon
slitucat part of tWe Parliament of this State.

H-on. J. T. Tonkin: That is where we
differ. I am not contending that any matter
relevant to gas companies is relevant to the
scope of the Bi.

Mr. Leslie: The Chairman of Committees,
in ruling my amendment out of order, said
this-

Tire subject-matter of this Dill concerns the
submission of questions to the people through
a referendum dealing salely with the abolition
of the Legislative Council and the franchise
for the Council. There is nothing whatever
ini any clause of the measure dealing with the
relationship between the two Houses, so that
the amendment introduces matter foreign to
the subject-mantter of the Bill. For that reason
I hadl no opition but to rurle the amendment out
of order.

Hon. J. B. Sleenian: Where is the com-,
parisonl

Mr. Leslie: The Speaker later ruled-
I have no hesitation in upholding tire ruling

oif the Chairm~ra of Committees. The amend-
mleat is outside the scope of the Bill.

In my opinion, thip scope and subject-matter
of the Bill arc to safeguard gas standards.
It does Not deal with the quantity of gas
delivered to -idiviuluinl 1,omseholders, nor
bow any quantity delivered to a particular
householdem' is to be measured. Neither does
it deal wvih time charges to be made agaiinst
individual,, for the quantity measured
throug1h particular meters. This is a gas
standards Bill. There is a similarity he-
tween the ruiling given la.st year and what
has occurred here. Although my contention
that the Bill then before us was one deal-
in,- with the Legislative Council and that
matters concerning the Council could. he
submitted by way of amendment, I was
ruled out of order, and I accepted thatt
ruling because my amendment lied nothing
whatever to do wvith the scope and purpose
of the Bill. Here again, the scope Qf the
nniendment of thip member for North-East
Fremantle does not come within tile purt-
poe and scope of the Bill.

Me. Speaker: I have, heard the argu-
menits, and I must say that when one looks
at Clause 7 it is quite clear that there is

[ASSEMBLY.]
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a reference to meters and to the fact that
gas must be measured at the householder's
premises to obtain the volume in order to
meet the payment to the Government. But
the question at issue is really not what the
Bill refers to, but what it intends to deal
with. It clearly deals with gas standards,
and the amendment deals with consumers'
meters. So far as I can see, although the
amendment is a proper one which could
easily be brought before this Chamber by
some other method, or perhaps by another
Hill now before the House, I do not think
one can mix up the question of the quality
of gas and a question dealing with what is
or is not to be done with meters supplied
to consumers. I therefore support the
Chairman's ruling.

Dissent from Speaker's Riuling.

Hon. J. T. Tonkin: I have no hesital-hn
in moving-

That the House dissent from the Speaker's
ruling:

I do so for the same reason I submitted
when speaking against the ruling of the
Chairman of Committees. This Bill is -a
measure to amend the law with respect to
the supply of gas, and the supply of gas
presupposes, in the first instance, that the
quantity supplied shall be measured because
it is proposed in the Bill that certain sup-
pliers of gas shall be excluded from it.
provisions. The measure is not meant to
cover all gas companies. It is designed to
exclude certain of them whlich supply gas
of a quality less than that prescribed in the
Bill. The measure, therefore, prescribes the
quantity of gas. Before it says anything
about the pressure, quality, or purity, it
prescribes the quantity. There is only one
way of ascertaining the quantity, and that
is by mea~uring it.

The Bill starts off on the basis that the
suppliers of gas shall measure what they
sell. It does not say that they shall meas-
ure what they produce, because a lot of
gas is lost through leakages in reticulation.
It will be necessary for the gas sold to be
computed on the total registrations of
the meters. It is well recognised that a gas
company, unlike the Water Supply Dept.,
will not make a supply available without
a meter. If a company has insufficient
meters to meet the demands of those persons
who ask for a supply of gas, it says
straight out that until meters are available

no supply can be given, because they say
they are unable to measure the quantity of
gas consumed. Therefore it is necessary
for some provision to be made for meters
in connection with the supply of gas. Sub)-
clause (2) of Clause 4 has reference to the
application of the Act and this has relation
to the nmost relevant part of my argumnent.
That subelause reads--

For the purposes of this section, every local
aut'iority, corporation, company, firm or per-
son making or supplying gas for lighting,
beating, motive power or other purposes and
disposing of sme for profit, shall, on or c
fore the thirty-first (lay of August in ea~h
year, forward to the Minister a statement in
reslpeet of each and every portion of the un-
dertaking of such local authority, corporation,
company, firm or person showing the amount
of gas so disposed of during the twelve months
ended the thirtieth day of June then next
preceding.

I would like to know how any company is
to supply that statement without first of all
installing meters on the, premises of the gas
consumers. It would be absolutely impos-
sible. Although the Minister did not say
that for the purpose of arriving at this
conclusion the company would have to put
meters on the premises,,- e knows it is so.
It would be unnecessary to mention it be-
cause a company would find it impossible
to compile the necessary statement if it did
not use meters for the purpose. With
regard to the application of the Act, there
is no doubt that if these companies are to
be included they will be required to have
the total of the gas, registration on the
various meters and compile their statements.
on that basis. Then it will he decided
whether or not they come under the pro-
visions of this Hill. Those companies that
provide a certain quantity of gas as mni-
tiorted in the Hill Will Come under iti pro-
visions, and then they will have to comply
witAi certain standards regarding purity,
quality and pressure, which have been laid
down in the Bill. The schedule refer, to
the various methods of testing, and dealing
with the apparaL is used to deteraiqe cal.1-
rifle Value states-

A. calorie shall be understood to he the
amount of heat required to raise one kilo-
grr-nme of water at 15.5 degrees eentrigrade,
one degree of the centigrade thermometer. In
order to test the gas for ealorific value when
a flow calorimeter is used, the gag shall firt
pass through in efficient meter and governor.
That shows very clearly it is contemplated
that before there can be any test for
calonific value the gas shall be supplied in
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the ordinary way of business and that it
shall flow through a meter. All I am
endeavouring to provide is that when these
meters, which are required for calculating
the quantity of gas and so on, are installed
by the company to enable it to comply with
the requirements of this legislawn, then it
shall nof make any charge to the consumers
because it has done so. That is the posi-
tion. A company in order to comply with
the requirements of this Act must supply
meters to every consumer. There is no other
way. Master meters will not meet the posi-
tion at all, because there is a leakage of gas
from the time it leaves the works until it
is eventually used by the consumers in their
various appliances.

The Chief Secretary: Does not the parent
Act provide for meters?

Hon. J. T. Tonkin: This is the parent
A&L

Thd Chief Secretary P Not necessarily.

Hon J. T. Tonkin: But it is. This is a
Bill for an Act to amend the law in respect
to the supply of gas, and that law is to
be found in the various Acts relating to the
several companies that are operating. It
is to be found in the Fremantle Gas and Coke
Companies Act, for example. This is legis-
lation to amend the law in respect of the
gas supplied by companies, provided that
they come within certain requirements as
laid down in the Bill, and the main require-
meat is as to whether the company sells a
greater quantity of gas than a certain named
quantity How could it be decided whether
they camne within the scope of the Bill, un-
less the company first instilled meters on
the consumers' premises 7

Mr. Leslie: Not neces~anily.
Hon. J. T. Tonkin: Yes, necessarily, be-

vause there is no other way of accurately
aniving at the quantity of gas sold, except
by means of a meter on the consumers'
premises-unless a man is a magician.

Mr, Leslie: A company could compuite the
quantity in its return.

Hon. J1. T. Tonkin: A company is not
allowed to guess the quantity consumed. It
is beyond the capacity of any man to guess1
within millions of cubic feet the quantity
of gas people consume. A meter is neces-
sary. If it were possible to compute or
guess the quantity of gas a consumer would

use, there would be no necessity for a com-
pany to deny a supply of gas to a consumer
because it had no meter, and yet on numer-
ous occasions I have asked the Fremnantle
Gas and Coke Company to supply gas
although it Could not get' any meters,
and charge tho people concerned the
average of the gas supplied to other people
living alongside. The company said it would
lose to much because of its inability to
get anywhere near the consumption of gas
by guesswork, Therefore in order to com-
ply with the requirements of this Bill it is
absolutely essential that the companies shall
install meters. Having done so, the com-
pany will have to employ men to -read the
meters, and upon the monthly or quarterly
readings it will wake a calculation as to
the total quantity oq gas sold to ascertain
whether it will be brought within the scope
of the legislation. That is why I say Ihat
the reading of meters is relevant to the Bill.

The Attorney General: Would it make
any difference to the Bill whether or not
rents were paid by the consumers on their
meters I

Hon. J. T. Tonk in: It would make a dif-
ference to the consumers.

The Attorney General: But not to the
Bill.

Hon. J. T. Tonkin: Lots of things could
be done that would make no difference to
the Hill. For instance, it could be printed
in red ink.

Hon. A. R. G. Hawkc: Which would give
it a Communistic flavour'1

The Chief Secretary: It might be pro-
vided for in the gas companies' Acts.

Hon. J. T. Tonkin: Of course it is, and
the companies make a charge.

The Chief Secretary: Of course.
'Hon. J. T. Tonkin: And I do not want

the consumers to be required to pay that
charge. Meter rents have been levied by
companies for 12 years or more. Why should
the Fremantle company be allowed to charge
meter rent?

The Attorney General: It might charge it
in the price.

Ron. J. T. Tonkin: So the Bill which
starts off by prescribing a certain quantity
of gas is certainly relevant to the subject
of appliances that will measure the quantity
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of gas supplied. It is just too foolish to
say that meters are not needed to ascertain
how a company stands in relation to the
Bill. Meters are necessary in order to assess-
the amount of gas consumed. As it is im-
possibledfor any company to know whetbei'
or not it will come uinder the Bill until it
installs meters and has them read, that
should be obvious. in the Hill the Minister
has made provision for a company, upon
attaining a stated quantity of gas making
a certain payment. As he prescribes that,
it is absolutely essential for meters to be
used. The Minister will not allow a guess
to be made as to the quantity sold. If
he did the quantity would be a diminishing
factor. The amount the company would
be guessing would be less and ]ess each
year if that were the bass. It must pay
its contribution to the fund provided for
iii Clause 7 on an accurate calculation based
on the total meter readings of all con-
surners. That is the only way, and the
Minister will not be satisfied if the com-
panies do not do that. He asks for a
statement to be compiled showing the quan-
tity of gas sold, and that statement can
only be compiled from a total of the meter

-readings. To say that a provision regard-
ing the meters used is outside the scope of
the Bill places a very serious tax upon my
reasoning powers.

If meters are to be used-and they must
be used-the gas company is bound to use
meter readers. Is it the Government's de-
sire that the companies shall charge for
the meters? It is my desire that they
shall not charge such rent. Is it outside
the scope of a measure which requires the
installation of meters to say that no charge
shall be levied for the meters when in.
stalled? The present law is that if meters
are installed, the consumers will have to
pay rent in perpetuity. The 'Minister re-
quires in his Bill that the meters shall be
read and the registration shall be used for
certain computations. I am trying to pro-
vide that those meters which are used for
the purpose of complying with the require-
mnts of the Minister's Bill shall be used
free of charge to the consumer. For those
reasons I am as certain as I stand here that
the matter is relevant to the Bill and I am
obliged to disagree with your ruling.

The Minister for Works: The hon. mnem-
ber has to my mind evaded the issue. He

has gone to a great deal of trouble to con-
vince us of something which I suppose
every member knew before, namely, that a
gas meter is installed with the object of
ensuring' the correct measurement of the
gas that passes through it. 'That point is
not in dispute at all. The hon. member
will insist upon regarding a meter from the
p~oint of view of its capacity to measure,
but the measurement of gas is not involved
in this argument at all. It matters not how
this argument goes, the gas meter remains
entirely untouched. All that the bon. mnem-
ber is concerned about is not what the
meter measures, but whether he shall get
it for nothing or -pay for it. He has not
dealt with that aspect at all, but I reckon
he knows it. The mere fact that he has
gone to so much trouble convinces- me that
ho was determined to cover up, rather than
elucidate, the point about which the argu-
ment has occurred. I point out* to him,
nevertheless, that his proposed new clause
is directly relevant to his own Gas (Under-
takings) Bill. I rfer him to Clause 21,
page 14.

Hon. J. B. Sleeman: Is the Minister in
order in discussing some other Bill which
at present is not before the House?

Mr. Speaker: He must confine himself
to the point of order, which I am sure he
will do.
*The Minister for Works: I think every

nmenmber who has been on his feet on this
matter has travelled very widely indeed
from the actual point at issue. However,
I give the mnemher for North-East Pre-
mantle the bit of advice that the amend-
ment is relevant to his own Bill but cer-
tainly not to this one. No amount of argu-
ment is likely to convince members to the
contrary. I am not saying that if the hon.
member takes the advice I am tendering
that he will have my support or the sup-
port in general of the Chamber. I am only
saying that that is the right place to in-
sert his rv clause.

Hon. J. B. Sleeman: I cannot for the
life of me see why the Government is
making such a fuss about allowing this
amendment to go into the Bill.

The Minister for Education: We are not
making any fuss.

Mion. J. B. Sleeman: The Government is
opposing it all the way. I think the Gov-
ernment should he voting with us instead
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of against us, Let me refer to what the
young man from Wyalkatehem had to say.

Mr. Speaker: Order!
Hon. A. II. Panton: Mlukinbudin.

H[on. J. B., Sleeman: He referred to a
ruling made last year and compared it with
this ruling. What happened was that last

year a Bill was introduced and cited as the
Legislative Council Referendum Act. Clause
5 of that Bill provided-

(1) The Governor shall issue a writ,
directed to the Chtief Electoral Officer, for the
taking of a vecte by ballot on tile prescribed
questions.

(2) If shall be the duty of every elector to
revord his vote at the taking of the said
ballot.

(3) Any eleetor failing to record his vote
without good cause shall be guilty of an
offence.

(4) Every elector convicted before any
court of summary jurisdiction of such offence
on complaint by the Chief Electoral Officef
shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding
two pounds.

(5) The writ shall be in accordance with
Form A in the schedule to this Act, and shall
appoint a dlay noot later than the thirtieth day
of March, One thousand nine hundred and
forty-seven, for the taking of the vote, and
shall be returnable within ninety days from
the date of issue. Provided that such vote is
not taken on a date when a State general
election is held.

That was the clause to which the member
for Mft. Mfarshall took exception..

Mr. Leslie: You are wrong.
Hon. J. B. Sleem an: We shall see. What

did the member for Mt. Marshall inove3
I quote from "Hansard," 1946, Vol. 1, page
613. This is the hon. member's amend-
Met-

That at the end of Subelnuse (1) the fol-
lowing proviso be added:-' 'Provided that
such writ shall not he issued unless and until
tln' Governor is in receipt of a certificate in
writing signed -by not less than one-fifth of
the members who, in the 'Legislative Assembly,
votedl respectively for and against the pas-
sage of the Bill for this Act, such certificate
to certify that pamphlets authorised by at
least such number of members in each case
containinrg the argumentsj in favour of and
-igalost the prescribedl questions and also the
questions themselves have been by them pre-
pared and printed, and after the issue of the
writ will be circulated to each elector (as
nearly us practicable) by post.

I leave it to members to say whether that
was in order or not.

Mr. Leslie: You are reading the wrong
part. That was out of order. Go over two
pages.

Hon. J. B. Sleem an: Yes, as far as the
hon. member likes. Where do we stanil
now-'?

Mr. Marshall: On your feet.

Hon. J. B. Sleenian: The Speaker re-
sumed the Chair, the amendment having
been ruled out of order. No member took
excelption to its being so ruled out of ordr.
That is the only ruling that I can see to)
which the member for M,%t. Marshall took
exception.

31r. Led ic: There is another one.

Hon. J. B. Sleeman: The then Leader of
the Opposition, who is not the kind of
msemb er to allow anything to pass that he
thought was wrong, did, not move to dis-
agree with the Speaker's ruling. He was
quite sure that the member for Mt. Marshall
was wrong.

The M1inister for Education: I was so
accustomed to that type of ruling, as I told.
you last Thursday.

Mr. Speaker: Order! The member for
Fremantle will continue.

Hon. J1. B. Sleeman: You, Mr. Speaker,
yourself dealt with the point that meters
would have to be provided at the consumers'
premises. In giving your ruling, you. said
that you had perused the Bill and had
agreed that the meters had to be provided
at the consumers' premises, so that the
undertakers would know how much gas was
to be paid for. It is clear that meters have
to he provided; it is clear that meters are
mentioned in the Bill, and that being so,
I say it is right and proper that the eon-
sumners should not pay for them. It b
necessary that the undertakers should have
the meters in order to ascertain how much
the consuamers are to pay. The CJommis-
sion -would say, "We are not going to pay
for the gas passing through a mastet meter,
because if we do we will have to p)ay for
thousands of feet that the consumers never
get. The only way is to have a meter at
every house."

The me-mb er for North-East Fremantle
says, in effect, that if the meters are put
on the consiuners' premises, it shall not be
at their expense, because the consumers are
not Very interested in the meters. That is9
what is done in Perth, where no charge is;
made for the meters. In Fremantle a chargre
is made for every meter. The member for
North-East Fremantle is qtiite right in his
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contention that the consumers should not
have to pay for the meters; if the under-
takers want them they should pay for thenm
themselves. He accordingly moves an
amendment that. the consumers must not be
charged for the meters, and then we are
told that the amendmnent is not relevant to
the subject-matter of the Bill. What is
the subject-matter of the Bill7 The supply
of gas! Meters must he provided for that
purpose. I hope you will reverse your
decision on this occasion.

Question put and a division taken with
the following result:-

Ayes . .. .- 20
Noes .. . . 23

Majority against

Mr. Collier
Mr. Covrner
Mr. Poxc
Mr. Grahamn
Mr. Hawks
Mr, Hogney
Mr. Hoar
Mr. Kelly
Mr. Marshal
Mr. May

Mr. Abbott
Mr. Aclalnd
Mr. Bove][
Mrs. Cardell.Oliver
Mr. Cornell
'Mr, Doney
Mr. Grayden
Mr, Hall
Mr. Hill
'Mr. Keenan
Mr. Mann
Mr. McDonald

3.

AYES.
'ifr. NeedhamIMr. Nulsen

IMr. Panton
IMr. Reynolds

Mr. SleemnanIMr. Smith
Mr. styanta
'Ar. Trnin
Mr. Tonit
Mr. Rodoreda

(Teller.)

NOES.
Mr.
Mr.
'Mr.
11r,
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mhr,
Mr.
Mr.

Alarray
Nalder
'Nimmo
Perkins
Read
Seward
Shears
Thorn
Watts
Wild
Brand

Question thus negatived.

Committee restumed.

Ron. J. T. OJNKIN: I did not expect
that the new clause on the notive paper
would be ruded out of order. I now desiro
to move for th@ insertion of another new
clause as follows-

''From and after the commencement of this
Act, a gas undertaker shall not make any
charge, whether directly or indirectly, and by
whatever name such a charge is designated,
for the hire of any pressure gunge. A gas
undertaker offending against the provisions of
this section shell be guilty of an offence and
shnll be liable to a penalty not exceeding
twenty pounds, and to a penalty not exceudiug
five pounds for every day daring which the
offence continues."

The schedule to the Bill provides for the
method of testing pressure and my amend-

ment provides that no charge shall be made
by the company on the consumier for that
pressure, guage. The arguments regatrd in:-
me-ters that I used previouisly apply withi
equal force to pressure gauges. I believe
the words are interchangeable, because
engineers do not refer to meters; they re-
fer to J)1Qssure gauges. What I desire to
ensure ix that no charge shall be made for
the pressure gumage when it is installed.

The CHAIRMAN: ThIls is an amendment
t4 the schedule?

Hion. J'l T. TONK.IN: I think it would

have to go in as a new clause. It is adding
something- to the Bill.

The CHAIRMAN: The hon. member
wants it as an extension of the schedule!

Hon. J.- T. TONKIN: Yes.

,The CHAIRMAN: if the hon. member
is going to move this as an amendment to
the schedule he will have to wait until I
put the schedule.

Elon. J. T. TONKIN: I do not mind
thai; as long as I am not squeezed out. If
you rule that I can come in later I will
accept your ruling.

The CHAIRMAN: The hon. member will
hkve every opportunity to move an amend-
ment to the schedule. I am not giving any
ruling on that point at the moment. If no
other new clause is proposed I will put the
schedufle.

(Teller.) member be in order in moving an 'amend-

ment to the schedule?

Schedule:

The CHAIRMAN: I have not put the
schedule. Th% question now is that the
schedule be agreed to.

Hion. J. T. TONKIN: I now desire to
move the insertion of the suhelause or pare-
grat which I hare already outlined and
explained.

The CHAIRMTAN: Will the hon. member
explain further what he proposes? The
schedule appears to refer hack to Clause 6
onwards, and that clause provides that the
Commission shall test the gas supplied by
any undertaker, etc. The hon. member ap-
pears by hi% proposed amendment to pre-
vent the gas undertaker from charging for-
the use of pressure gauges. So far as I can
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see, without making a careful examination
of the situation, that question does not arise
because the responsibility is one for the
Commission.

Hon. J. T. TONKIN: I think you are
woefully astray now.

The CHAIRMAN: Order! The hon.
member may not reflect on the Chair.

Hon. J1. 1'. TONKIN: I have no intention
of reflecting on the Chair. I am simply
stating a fact.

The Attorney General: That makes it
'worse.

Hon. J. T. TONKIN: One can be woe-
fully astray but not intentionally astray.
It would be a reflection if I Say You, Mr.
Chairman, were intentionally woefully
astray. If you will look at page 5 of the
Bill you will find that every undertaker
shall provide and. maintain to the sntis-
faction of the Commission suitable testing
places and apparatus as may ho agreed be-
tween the undertaker and the Commission,
etc.. The Bill provides that the undertaker
shall supply a meter or pressure gauge. I
do not desire a charge to be imposed for
the installation of such apparatus. The Bill
undoubtedly refers to self-registering pres-
sure gauge;, and I contend that my amend-
ment is relevant to the subject-matter of
the' Bill.

The CHAIRMAN: I am afraid I cannot
accept the amendment in that form. The
wording does not run with the third section
of the schedule. If the hon. member would
alter the wording to bring the amendment
more into line with the section I could
accept it.

Rion. J. T. TONKIN: I am most anxious
to comply with your wishes. My amend-
ment begins, "From and after the corn-
mnencement, of this Act." Would those words
be all rightI

The CHAIRMAN: Those words cannot
go into the schedule.

Hon. J. T. TONKIN: I do not mind
about that. The amendment goes on, "A
gas undertaker shall not make any charge

* whether directly or indirectly and by what-
ever namne such charge is designated, for the
hire of any pressure gauge." Surely I can
have those words inserted.

The CHAIRMAN: If the hon. member
is prepared to move the amendment in that
form it will -be all right,

Hion. J. T. TONKIN: Then I wove an
amendment-

That at the cod of paragraph 3 of the
Schedule the following words be added:-' 'A
gas undertaker shall not make any charge,
whether directly or indirectly, and by what-
ever name such charge is designated, for the
hire of any premsute gauge. A gas under-
taker offending against the provisions of this
section shall ho guilty of an offence, and shall
he liable to a penalty not exceeding twenty
pounds, and to a penalty not exceeding five
pounds for every day during which the of-
fence continues."J

if you, 'Mr. Chairman, approve, I will go
on with that ainendmutnt.

The CHAIRMAN: I will put the amend-
ment and leave it to the decision of the
Committee.

Point of Order.

Mr. Rodoreda: On a point of order! Do
you propose to accept that amendment, Mr.
Chairman?

The Chairman: I have put it to the Com-
.mittee.

Mr. Rodoreda: You are not ruling the
amendment out of order?

The Chairman: I am leaving the amend-
ment to the corn-Futee. I have not givena
rulin~g on the subject.

Mr. Rodoreda: You have given a ruling,
Mr. Chairman, by accepting the amendment
and putting it to the Committee. You have
not ruled it out of order.

The Chairman: If the hon. member iraises
a point of order I will give a ruling.

Mr. Rodoreda: I have risen on a Point
of order. I object to your accepting the
amendment as you have 'ruled it out of
order twice already.

Hon. A. H. Parton: This is not the same
amendment.

SCommittee Resumed.

The MINISTER FOR WORKS: I have
no.: wish to be in disagreement with you,
Mr. Chairman, on this matter, but I cannot
agree that the proper place for the amend-
ment is in the schedule.

Hen. J. B. Sleeman:- I did not think you
would.
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The MINISTER FOR WORKS: The
Committee is divided in its opinions on this
matter. The member for North-East Fre-
mantle is endeavouring to get into the Bill
something that should not be brought into
it in that plade.

Hon. J. T. Tonkin: Why not9 Do you
intend that the consumer shall pay for his
apparatus '

The MINISTER FOR WORKS: His
proposal should be embodied in some other
part of the Bill. I do not intend to he fussy
ov~r this, If the amendment is not ruled
out then I will accept the position. I have
no desire to have this.Bill before the Corn-
mnittee all the evening. I have no objection
to the amendment but it may be found un-
acceptable in another place.

Hon. A. R. G. HAWKE:- I amn surprised
that the Minister for Works should raise
any objection at this stage. The member
for North-East Fremantle tried to move his
amendment before we reached the Schedule.
If the Minister hiad been listening carefully
he would remember that the hon. member
and the Chairman had a discussion as to
whether the amendment should he moved as
an amendment to the clause, or whether it
should be moved when the Schedule was be-
fore the Committee.

The Attorney General: I think it was
said that that was the responsibility of the
member.

Hon. A. R. G. HAWKE: The Chairman
assured the member for North-East F3re-
mantle that, if he moved the amendment
when the Schedule was before the Com-
mittee! he--the Chairman-would accept it
as an amendment to the Schedule. If the
Minister for Works had any objection to
that procedure, he should have intervened
at that stage. Had objection been raised
at that time, and had it looked as though
the amendment -would not be appropriate
as an amendment to the Schedule, the mem-
ber for North-East Fremantle would un-,
doubtedly have moved his amendment as a
new clause. I think it is now too late for
anyone to suggest that the amendment
should have been moved before the
Schedule came before the Committee.

The MINISTER FOR WORKS:. I
thought I had made it clear that I was
raising no objection to the amendment being
miade, to the Schedule. The purpose of the

Schedule is stated in specific terms,, and this
does not come within their scope. Such an
amendment should therefore appear in the
body of the Bilt. The hon. member could
put such a provision in his own Bill. It is
too late to put it in mine, unless it is done
in another place.

The ATTORNEY GENERAL: I do not
know what a pressure gauge is. If it is
part of the apparatus used by the company
in- carrying out tests as to the quality of
ga laid down by law, then I1 presume it
would be furnished as part of the ordinary
equipment. I make that reservation, as I
am not too clear what the situation is.

Amendment put and passed; the Sched-
ule, as amended, agreed to.

Title-agreed to.

Bill reported with amendments.

BILL-STALLIONS ACT AMENDMEMt.
Received from the Council and read a

first time.

BILLS (3)-RETURNED.
I, Municipal Corporations Act Amend-

ment (No. 2).
2, Road Districts Act Amendment (No.

.2)..
With an amendment.

3, Street Photographers.
With amendments.

EIAL-NATIVE ADMINISTRATION
ACT AMENDMENT.

Second Reading.

Debate resumed from the 13th November.

HON. A. A. X. COVERLEY (Kimber-
Icy) [6.6]: As the Attorney General ex-
plained, when introducing this Bill, its pur-
pose is to abolish proclamations that exist
to prohibit natives from entering prohibited
ar-eas. It deals with proclamations from
1906 onwards. As members arc aware, our
natives arc going through a stage of tran-
sition-particularly during and since the
war-and I see no reason why the Bill
should not be passed. As the Attorney
General pointed out, once a proclamation
is made-on the advice of the Crown Law
officers, and as the law now stands-the
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towasite, municipal district or place re-
mains for all time a prohibited area, and
although it may he added to it cannot be
contracted, or withdrawn from the prohibi-
tion. The Attorney GTeneral was good
enoughi to give me The number and names
of the various towasites that, with the
municipality of Perth, now come under pro-
clamations of prohibition.

There is a total of 36 towns throughout
the State, including the municipality of
Perth. I think members will agree that
with the passage of time from 1906 to
1947 some alteration is due. Somec of those
36 proclamations are of recent date. I
.refer to places such as Broome, where those
in control of native administration -were
forced, through circumstances brought
about by the recent hostilities, to proclaim
prohibited areas. With the evacuation of
practically the whole civil population from
such areas, and the influx 6f military person-
nel, it was in the best interests of all con-
cerned that the natives should be pro-
bihited from entering those areas. At that
time Broome was under bombing by our
enemies. T was surprised when the Attor-
ney General told the Ho use that such areas
could not be contracted and that the pro-
clamations could not be withdrawn.

The Attorney General said that the muni-
cipality of Perth was, in his opinion, too
large an area to he under a proclamation
of prohibition and that he desired to lift the
proclamation and prescribe some new area in
East Perth. In that there is the only point
that I think may impose hardship on the
better class of natives that J ive in other areas
of the municipality of Perth. I trust that the
Mitorney General will ensure that no hard-
ship is imposed on those who are living in
quarters in West Perth and other parts of
the metropolitan area, while working in in-
dustry within the vicinity of the municnipal-
ity of Perth. There are a number of the
more respectable class of natives living in
rented houses in the West Perth aid East
Perth areas. If the proclamation is lifted
and East Perth is re-proclaimed, I hope the
natives liviing in West Perth will not be
harassed and told that they must move to
East Perth. That could be an imposition
on the natives already living in the West
Perth aria-I do not impute any motive
-in rented houses.

If the friends or relatives of natives liv-
ing in West Perth or any other area de-
sire to come to Perth for legitimate
reasons, they should not he prohibited from
staying with their people in suburban
areaq, or he told that they must find ar-
commodation in East 'Perth. Anything we
can -do to assist the natives during this
period of transition should be done. A close
watch should be kept on the dances and
other entertainments that the Minister has
in mind for the benefit of natives of this
class. Strict Aupervision should be kept
over the worst element-both white and
native-that attends at such functions, We
know there is a rough element that is
punished by th6 courts for ereating dis-
turbance at dance-halls and places of that
kind. I believe the measure will do a great
deal of good and will encourage the better
element of the half-caste population' to
carry on their entertainments under good
conditions. This legislation is worth a trial.
Should it not prove successful the re-
sponsible authority can, in due Course, seek
amending legislation. I support the second
reading.

Sitting suspended from. 6.15 to 7.30 p.uz.

THE ATTORNEY GENERAL (Hon. H.
R. Mlonald-West .Perth-in reply)
[7.30]: The remarks of the member for
Kimberley will be kept in mind in dealing
-with any natives who are now in the pre-
sent prohibited Area oif the City of Perth.
The intention of the department is not to
contract or limit the opportonities natives
now have, but rather to extend them.
There is no intention of interfering with
any natives who are now established, but
it is hoped by this Bill-to enlarge the area
in which they may lawfully come. The
remarks of the hoa. member wvill be given
full consideration.

Question. put and passed.

Bill read a second time.

In Committee.

Bill passed through Committee without
debate, reported without amendment and
the report adopted.
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BILL-LICENSING (PROVISIONAL
CERTIFICATE).

Second Reading.

Debate resumied from the 13th November.

HON. A. H. PANTON (Leederville)
[7.34] : This Bill seems like an old friend.
It is proposed to amend Section 02 of the
parent Act. An amending Bill was brought
down almost for the same purpose in 1941.
It became obvious that those who held pro-
visional licenses would he uhiable to build
in accordance With the desire of the Licens-
ing Court, owing to the fact that the war
was iii progress and men and materials were
not available. The position has not altered
sufficiently to give the holders of provi-
sional licenses an opportunity to build, and
We 110w find that although the 1041 Act
became operative from that time and had
a duration until 12 months after the ces-
sation of hostilities, that Act is to be re-
pealed. Somebody has been discovered
who got a provisional license in 1939. Evi-
dently somebody went to sleep and forgot
all about it. Perhaps it is since the Chief
Secretary became chairman of the Rott-
nest Island Board of Control that he ha§
realised something ought to bye done.

This Bill is to be made retrospective to
1939, and will remain in operation until
1951, or until such earlier date as a pro-
clamiation is issued. One of the worries
I had-I do not know that I have any need
to worry albout it at all-was on the score
of provisional licenses being issued by the
Licensing Court which, under the existing
law, has a right to do so. However, I re-
gard it as a fallacy to issue such licenses.
although the Attorney General has assured
the House that there are only three at the
moment. I do not know whether I am at
liberty to say where they apply, but one
of themj is the Rottnest Board of Control.

These licenses should not be issued if
there is, no possibility of building a hotel.
When such provisional licenses are issued,
theyv will be for hotels that will cost a
great deal of money, necessitating the use
of considerable quantities of material. I
consider that such licenses should be with-
held until such time as there is some pos-
sibility of carrying out the building. Ac-
cording to my reading of the BilI-tht At-
torney General may correct me if I am
wron-it is possible for the Licensing

Court between this and 1051, if it so de-
sires, to issue an unlimited number of pro-
visional licenses. My first reading of the
Bill was that it would place us in the same
position ats does Section 62 (1) of the Act,
which reads-

On the application of the holder of a pro-
visional certificate, or any other fit and proper
person-

Thtt is very important-
-a: anly quarterly hitting of the Licensing
Court made within the time specified in such
certificate, and on proof of the performance
of. such conditions, if any, as are imposed by
the certificate, the applicant shall be entitled
to thle license.

That obviously gives the opportunity for
somebody to apply for a provisional license
and to hawk and sell it to somebody else,
which the Act already provides may be
done. As a matter of fact, it was done with
a hotel years ago, and a big fight took place
in this House. The Hon. 'John Scaddan
occupied a seat* on the Government side and
we tried to prevent the hawking of licenses.
That is what I am anxious to prevent on
this occasion, though I feel that the position
is flow somewvhat different. The Bill pro-
vides, in Clause 4-

Notwithstanding anything to thfe contrary
contained in Sections 61 and 62 of the prinl-
cipal Act, where during the prescribed period
a provisional certificate has beeii granted or
mnay hereafter be granted under Section 61
of the principal Act to any person, such per-
son nmay make application under Section 62
of the principaql Act for a publicn's general
license, etc.

It is very doubtful whether anybody other
than a person holding a provisional certi-
ficate could apply to have a provisional
lieensse put into operation, but, so that there
wvill he no doubt about the matter, I pro-
pose in Committee to try to tighten up the
provision, because I do not think the Gov-
ernmient desires the Licensing Court to issue
provisional licenses so that someone may
speulate in them and hawk them and sell
them at a profit.

1'he Minister for Lands: I remember the
fight you refer to. I

lion. A. H. PANTON: When the Bill
reaches the Committee stage, I shall move
a new clause as follow:-

Notwithstanding the provisions of Section
62 of the lprincipal Act, the person to whom a
provisionnl license has been or may hereafter
be granted shall not transfer thme same, ex-
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cept upon application by him to and with the
approval of the Licensing Court, which ap-
proval such court may grant or refuse at its
discretion.

This would mean that, before anybody could
get a transfer he -would have to go to the
court for its approval, and the court c'ould
exercise its discretion. I believe that the
Attorney General will accept this amendment
because I think he, too, is on ly trying to
overcome difficulties in which people have
found themselves. Although we cannot make
the provision in this Bill-after the ruling
given tonight I am satisfied it would be use-
less to move-i should like to provide that
the court shall not issue any f urther pro-
visional licenses until such time as conditions
are favourable for building. The Attorney
General said it would probably he three or
four years before there was, any possibility
of big hotels being built. I agree with that,
but in the meantime we have this Bill which
will operate until 1951 with the possibility,
in my opinion, of all sorts of speculation
being indulged in. With the reservation I
have indicated, I shall support the second
reading.

MR. MARSHALL (Murehison) [7.431:
W\hen a similar measure was presented to
this Chamber for consideration, I stated roy
views thereon, and they hare not altered. I
understood the Attorney General to remark
that the existing law does not cover a pro-
visional certificate issued to the Rottuest
Board of Control. I cannot argue with a
lawyer, particularly one who has the dis-
tinction of being a R.C., but 1, as an ordin-
ary layman, respectfuLlly suggest that the
Act does protect the Rottnest Board of
Control.

Hon. J. B. Sleeman: You would 'have a
go against anyone.

Mr. MARSHALL: I bare the statute of!
1941, which it is proposed to repeal by the
present Bill. Section 3 begins--

Notwithstanding anything to the contrary
contained in Sections 61 and 62 of the prn-
cipal Act, where since th~e fifth day of Decem.,
her, one thousand nine hundred and forty, and
prior to the commencement of this Act, a pro-
visional certificate has been granted under
Section 61 of the principal Act to any person,
such person may, subject to the requirements
of any Commonwealth law or regulation a~f-
fecting the same, make application under Sec-
tion 62 of the principal Act for a publican's
general license.

So I respectfully suggest to the Attorney
General that the provision which he con-
tended was necessary to cover the position
of the Rottnest Board of Control is covered
in the existing law which he proposes to
repeal. I think the Licensing Court was
particularly unwise in granting provisional
certificates during the war and more especi-
ally since the 1-941 Bill became law. I can-
not say what the Attorney General may
have in his mind, but that 'Bill was intro-
duced ostensibly to cover the position which
had arisen on, account of the capital issues
section of the National Security Regula-
tions Act which prevented the raising of
sufficient sums of money to construct build-
ings good enough to warrant an application
for a public house license by the holder of a
provisional certificate. That was the real
trouble.

The 1941 measure was brought in to pro-
tect those who held provisional certificates
and who had secured them after following
the procedure which is essential under the
licensing law. Having incurred a fair
amount of expenditure and secured a pro-
visional certificate, they were debarred from
carrying on the erection of a building- be-
cause of the capital issues section of the
Commonwealth Act. It was to protect those
people that the parent measure was intro-
duced. That is all it proposed to do; that
is all it should have done; that is all it did
do. In this measure the Attorney General
has gone a lot further. He proposes to
cover all those individuals who had pro-
visional certificates during the whole period
of the war. He goes one further and pro-
vidas that anyone who has succeeded in
getting a provisional certificate before the
expiration of this Bill, if it becomes a 'n Act,
shall have the right also to apply for a
public house license.

The Bill proposes that these conditions
shall apply up till 1952. I fail to see any
justification for that, simply because a
measure was introduced in 1940 to over-
come a difficulty which had been created for
certain People owing to the operations of
the Commonwealth measure. Because a
measure, introduced to render that assis-
tance, passed through the legislature and
became law, I do not think this Par-
liament is iiustified in extending its pro-
visions because the Licensing Court either
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in its -wisdom or otherwise, want on issuing
provisional certificates Probably some of the
holders of those certificates have prevented
returned soldiers from securing them.
While those men were away engaged in the
defence of their country, speculators had
their eyes open to possibilities. I inter-
jected during the Attorney Gleneral's speech
seeking informat~oa as to the position of
the holders of these provisional licenses if
we allowed the 1940) law to lapse--and it
does no-t lapse until the war has ceased.

The war has not ceased yet, because there
has-been no proclamation by the Common-
wealth Government that the war has ended
and the existing law remains in force unrtil
12 months after that. Even if we allowed
the present law t~o expire and the
holders of these provisional certificates
had to go through the procedure provided
in the parent Act once again, some money
would be involved. A fair expenditure
would be incurred in a further application
for a provisional certificate. But that would
not apply to the Rottnest. Board of Con-
trol.

Eon. A. H. Panton: Why?
Mr. MHARSHALL: Because the greatest

expenditure involved in this application IS
in connection with the securing of a peti-
tion. If the residents, of Rottuiest Island
were re quired to sign) a petition, I shouldl
say it could be done in 24 hkmrs or less. It
would not be necessary to cross to the island
as the~ petition could be sent there for,
signature by those willing to sign it. That
is all that is involved so far as a provisional
certificate applying to Rottacast Island is
concerned. Those who at present hold these
provisional certificates obtained them withint
the law but got them for speculative pur-
poses, and that at a time when men were
absent from the State fighting in defence
of the country, without the opportunity, of
course, of applying for a provisional certi-
ficate. There is another aspect of the Bill.
The hotel business is more or less a mono-
poly. When the National Security Act
expires or is repealed and building materials
are in sufficient supply, the certificate-
holders will be able to erect hotels and apply
for a license under the parent Act. If they
obtain such a license then they will have an
exclusive right to trade as botelkeepers
within the area to which the certificate ap-
palies, but those persons who might like to
invest their capital in the hotel business

would be excluded from that privilege and
right.

Many of our suburbs have increased in
population fairly rapidly. Welshpoot is
an instance. At -the time many of our men
departed for war service there were -no
Prospects at all of successfully conducting
a hotel business at Welshpool. But the
scene has changed. The Attorney General
seems to be too sympathetically disposed in
this matter, and to be imbued with a desire
to please all section;, those who seonyod pro-
visional certificates before the National
Security Act came into force and those who
secured them during the war period. Now
he is proposing to go a step further. He
says, "Notwithstanding that I am providing
for those two sections. I intend to provide
for arty person who may succeed in getting
a provisional certificate while this Act con-
tinues in force." That, in my opinion, is
going too far altogether. I am not pre-
pared to go any further today than I was
prepared to go in 1940.

Those people who were prevented from
applying for provisional certificates are en-
titled to protection. We cannot cay how
long the National Security Act will con-
tinue in force; but, putting aside the pos-
sibility of that Act remining on the Corn-
nmonwealth statute-book for a lengthy
period, we all realise the impossibility for
some years to come of sufleient building
materials being available to erect hotels.
There ate many more worthy objects for
which building materials could be used. The
Bill provides that the period for applying
for provis'ional certificates shall be extended
for five years until 1952. We all hope that
before then the National Security Act will
have tncpired and that building materials
will be available. Why th6 Attorney General
desires to protect for five years people who
may event tomorrow apply for and obtain
provisional certificates, I am at a loss to
understand, as they may trade in those cer-
tificates.

Wisdom would suggest that the Licensing
Court be invited to give serious consider-a-
tion to the granting of any more provisional
certificates until the National Security Act
has expired or is repealed, and building
material is in sufficient supply to warrant
the bold era of the certificates complying
with the parent Act. That would he time
enough to call for applications for pro-
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visional ccrtiflates. If the Attorney General
can convince me that the 1941 Act does not
cover the tlottncflt Board of Control, I shall
be prepiareui to support that provision in the
Bill. The 1941 Act does not contain any
Such pro;vision as that included in the Bill
now before us for the protection of pro-
visional certificate holders.

I notice the Attorney General has been
careful to omnit in his Bill some of the
wor-ding in the existing law. He makes no
reference to the Conmmonwealtb laws, hop-
ing I suppose, as4 we all do, that the Na-
tional Security Act will go out. He makes
no provision to safeguard the position in
connection with materials. I suppose there
will be no sudden excess of materials. I
venture to suggest that as soon as the State
Government lifts its. restrictive laws deal-
ing with building materials;, these people
will get preference and many others will be
prevented fronm obtaining their essential
requirements. That will mean that not
only home-seekers but home-owners who
have been waiting for years to make addi-
tions, alterations and renovations to exist-
ing premises will still not he able to do so.
The Attorney General' should have pro-
tected the position so far as'building ma-
terials uire conc-erned. I go this far with
him in that I feel that in five years' time
the National Security Act will be a for-
gotten statute. But I cannot a-re that
at the end of that period the supply of
building materials will be such that these
provisional certificate holders will he able
to have their buildings erected. Taking it
by and] large, I do not like the Bill and I
am not lPepared-to go any further than
I did iii 1940.

HON. J. B. SLSSA~kW (F~remantle)
[8.2]1: T would like to ask the Attorney
General a couple of questions which lie can
answer when he is replying. I want to
know who are the people the Bill will
cover. The Attorney,1 feneral has mentioned
the l'ottnest. Hoard of Control. That is
not oi had lieeau'ie it is a public body, hut
I understand there arc privoth individuals
who will be covered, and somne who will in
the future he covered. I want to know the
present individuals who will he covered.
If the 11ill is brought down for the advan-
Iage or' soje private individuals, is the
Glover-nment in order in introducing itf It
is possible that the Government should
have got a private member to deal with it.

The wember for Perth many years ago
brought down a sinillar Bill in connection
with a provisional certificate for Mt. Haw-
thorn, and a few years ago the Government
of the (lay was approached to introduce a
Bill in connection with the Adeiphi Hotel.
The (iov~rnrnent refused and the member
for North-East Frewantle brought down
the Bill. If this measure contains, features
which wilt confer solne benefit or advantage
onl private individuals, I doubrt whether it
is right for the Government to introduce
it.

THE ATTORNEY GENERAL (Hon. R.
R. MecDonald-West Perth-un reply) [8.4]
I appreciate the desire of members to en-
sure that this measure will not be abused and
so create any unfair privilege or advantage.
The Bill took its genesis from a" measure
brought down by the Governmcnt of the day
in 1941, namely, a public Bill introduced
by the then Minister for Justice, and I think
it was a very reasonable one. As far as I
can learn that Bill was designed to cover
the case of one provisional certificate,
namely, that for anl hotel at North Perth.
It was thought proper and reasonable by the
then Government to bring down a Bill which
could apply to no other provisional certifi-
cate granted during the same period.

.The Act of 1941, in language not alto-
gether clear, hut from the point of view
raised by the member for Murchison, clear
enough, provided that where, since the 5th
IDecembher, 1940, and prior to the commence-
ment of the Act, which was the 15th Jan-
uary, 1942, a provisional certificate had
been granted, it was protecited in the way
set out in the Act. The North Perth pro-
visional votrtilicatc was granted on the 28th
April, 1941, and was therefore, clearly
covered by the Act of 1941. But, no doulit
by anl Oversight, thle attention of thet Gov 7

erment and the Minister was not drawn to
thle, fact that prior to the 5th December,
1919, namely Onl the 4th July, 1930, a pro-
visional certificate had been granted to thle
Rottues,,t Board of Control. So it ik quite
clear that the Rottnest Board of Control
was ou tside the protection created by the
1941 statute.

M1r. M1arshal]: It yonld not cost the board
unvthimzr to review its upplieation for a pro.
visional certifleate.

The ATTORNEY GENERAL: A fair
amount of trouble is involved. The Minister
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for Justice in 1941 pointed out that a good
deal of procedure has to be gone through.
Bonds have to be lodged, advertisements in-
serted in the Press and a certain amount of
expenditure incurred. It seemed to me rea-
sonable then, and it seems to me not unrea-
sonable now, that these people should not
be compelled or obliged to go through the
amue process again. There is nothing start-
ling about the measure. If it becomes law,
it wvill apply to only three cases, because
there are only three provisional certificates
outstanding at the moment. They are, that
granted to the Rottnest Board of Control
in 1939, the one for the North Perth hotel.
granted in 1941, which was the cause of
the 1941 Act, and the third which was
granted on the 11th August, 1947, in respect
of an hotel at Agnew. The proposed hotel
for Agnew is I believe needed by the oc-
cupants of that area, but the member for
Murchison may know more about that than
I do.

Mr. Marshall: It is not an original ap-
plication, but one for the transfer of a
license.

The ATTORNEY GENERAL: Accordingr
to the informatiod supplied to me by the
Lie ensing Court, it is a provisional certifi-
cate. The applicant for th 'e certificate a t

Agnew has bought a number of buildingii
in the district, from the materials of which
lie expects to be able to build his hotel in
due course,' with very little call on now
material. The policy of the Licensing
Court-

Mr. Marshall. What about the provisional
certificate granted at West Perth?

The ATTORNEY GENERAL: That is
the removal of the one license to another
area.

Mr. Marshall: So is that at Agnew.

The ATTORNEY GENERAL: I cannot
speak of that from personal knowledge, but
that at West Perth is not a provisional
certificate and does not come within the
scope of this Bill. It is, as I have said, the
removal of a license from ont, site to another.
I cannot argue with the hon. member about
the position at Agnew, but I have, under
the hand of the clerk of the Licensing Court,
a list of provisional certificates that will be
protected by this Bill. It includes lots 33
and 34, Agnew, and says that the certifi-

cate was granted for Agnew on the 11th
August, 1947. That is the official advice
received by me from the Licensing Court.
I have to accept the information conveyed
to me.

The court's policy-to explain briefly what
I understand it to bc-is to exercise the
greatest care in granting provisional certi-
ficates. There could he no better evidence
of that policy than the fact that only one
has been granted in the last six years. That
is the one at Agnew, in respect of which
there has been accumulated from existing
buildings almost all the material required
for the erection of a new hoteL. It may take
some time to erect that hotel, and in the
meantime this Bill will give every protection.
If I understand the policy of the Licensing
Court, as evidenced by its actions over past
years, it is to use the Utmost caution in the
granting of provisional certificates -under
existing conditions. The Commonwealth
legislation, I believe, does not now i'pply.

Mr. Marshall: But the Capital Issues
Regulation do.

The ATTORNEY GENERAL:, Tfiat is
so, lbnt the cost of building is now regulated
by the State Housing Commission. A man
might hold a dozen provisional certificates,
but could not erect a building without a
permit from the State Housing Commnis-
sion, and as the material supply must for
some time to come go primarily to housing,
we must leave it to the responsible attitude
of the Hfousing Commission to decide when
it can release materials for hotels, however
necessary-in some cases-extra hotel ac-
commodation may he. The measure now
existing might expire within fifteen months,
if ii. were decided at any tjme now, or With-
in three months, that the state of war had
terminated.

This Bill will give some continuance and
protection, for approximately five years
from the end of the war, to those who now
hold provisional ce~ificates, and possibly to
the very few others who may be granted
certificates in the intervening perjod. I do
not think members would want totally to
discourage people from applying for cer-
tificates for new hotels, as there are certaint
districts 'where the absence of hotel accom-
modation is extremely serious. I do not
caro very much whether the Rot tnest Board
of Control or the North Perth or any other
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hotel has to go through the procedure again
and lose the money already spent. It is a
matter of indifference to me, but it seems
unnecessary to me that people who, on the
whole, have probably been genuine and
enterprising, should be made to lose the
money they have spent and go through the
whole business again.

Mr. 'Marshall: floes not the unsuccessful
applicant for a provisional certificate lose
the money he has spent?

The ATTORNEY GENERAL: That is
a different thing. He may not have been
deserving. I believe that between the Hous-
ing Commission and the Licensing Court a
careful watch will be kept. As for the sug-
gestion of the member for Leederville, that
we might still further close the door to any
speculative sales of provisional certificates,
I am quite in accord with that, but I be-
lieve the last eight years show that the
utmost care has been exercised by the
Licensing Court in the granting of provi-
sional certificates. So far only three are in
existence, and that does not indicate an ex-
cessive desire to grant certificates, indis-
criminately.

I can assure the bon. member that the
Rottuest certificate is not protected by the
existing law, and that this Bill will protect
those existing certificates. If the court
should grant one or two further provisional
certificates, with good reason and after pm-
dent investigation, the Bill-if it becomes
law-will protect them until such time as
the holders can secure permits to commence
building. I think the Bill is worth while.

Question put and passed.

Bill read a second time.

Ili Comnmittee.

Mr. Perkins in the Chair; the Attorney
General in charge of the Bill.

Clauses 1 and 2-agreed to.

Clause 3-Definition of "the prescribed
period":

Mr. MAjZSHALL: There appears to be a
conflict of dates. Under this clause, the
prescribed period means the period com-
mencing on the 1st January, 1939, and end-
ing on a date to be fixed by proclamation
not later than the 31st December, 1951. Yet,
according to Clause 5, the measure will not
expire until the 31st December, 1952. Why

the difference?9 Perhaps the intention is to
give time for the holder of a provisional
certificate to apply for a publican's general
license.

The ATTORNEY GENERAL: The hon.
member ha6 indicated the reason for the
apparent conflict. The prescribed period is
the period commencing on the 1st day of
January, 1939, and ending at the latest on
the 31st Dlecember, 1951. The measure will
protect those who obtain provisional certi-
ficates granted, say, up to the 1st December,
1951. The prescribed period may end at
any time and the holder of a certificate
must be given some period in which to com-
plete his building. When the proclamation is
issued, the holder will have 12 months and
no - more in which to get his building
erected. Thus the duration of the measure
corresponds with the longest period avail-
able to the holder of the provisional certi-
ficate.

Mr. MARSHALL: I am not satisfied
that either of us is right. Under Section 61
a person applies for a provisional certi-
ficate and is given a period in which the
court expects him to erect the building. Not
until the building is erected and the prem-~
ises arc ready to do business is the holder
able to apply for a publican's general license.
Consequently, the preecribed period must
include time for the completion of the
building. Still, I cannot understand why
the dates should not coincide. I hope the
Attorney General will look into the matter.

Clause put and passed.

Clause 4-Extension of time with respect
to provisional certificates:

Mr. MARSHALL: The clause provides
that where during the prescribed period a
provisional certificate has been granted, or
may hereafter be granted, etc. I cannot
subscribe to that. We should not encourage
applicants for provisional certificates at all,
knowing as we do it will be impossible for
them to comply with the law by erecting
buildings within the time limit of 12 months.
I am not prepared to subscribe to pro-
tecting those who propose td apply for
provisional certificates, notwithstanding the
proposed amendment of the member for
Leederville. I mtove an amendmeit-

That in line 4 the words ''or may here-
after he granted'' be stru~ek out.
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'The ATTQRNEY GENERAL: May I
ask the hon. member a question? Would he
be agreeable to ajite-dute this sufficiently to
cut out the Agnew certificate? Agnew ob-
tained a provisional certificate in August
last and is now protected by tins Act, as it
should be. It is a township which' has
grown rapidly. It is in an isolated part of
the State where these facilities are required
and there may be some difficulty in doing.
everything that is necessary within 12
months. I should be sorry to see Agnew
lose the benefit of this certificate by having
no protection.

Mr. Triat: Do not touch Agnew!I

The ATTORNEY GENERAL: Other
people may be prov-Iiding much-needed ac-
commodation in the~ remoter districts. It
cannot be said that so far there is any
indication of a tendency to allow an abuse
of the certificates. Only one has, been
granted in 6 2 years.

Hon. A. H1. Panton: We have to leave it
to the good sense of the Licensing Court to
some extent.

The ATTORNEY GENERAL: I think
so. I prefer to rely on the amendment
which the member for Leederville has indi-
cated that he intends to move, under which
transfers will be subject to the scrutiny of
the Licensing Court.

Mr. MARSHALL:. The Attorney General
said that, as far as Agnew was concerned,
it was an exceptional ease. Aeperson who
has succeeded in getting a provisional certi-
ficate would not be affected by my amend-
ment.

The Attorney General: I agree, but.I say
there may be other cases like Agnew.

Mr. MARSHALL: Then the Minister is
using Agnew as a comparison?

The Attorney General: There may be
another Agnew this year.

Mr. MARSHALL: Then Agnew is one
of the places that would he protected?

The Attorney General: Yes-
Amendment put and negatived.
Clause put and passed.
New Clause:

Hon. A. ff. PANTON: I move-
That a new clause be added as follows:-

"5. Notwithstanding the provisions of See-
tion 62 of the principal Act, the person to
whom a provisional certificata has been or

mnay hereafter be granted shall not transfer
the sanie except upon application by -him to
and with the approval of the Licensing Court
Wh~ich approval such court may grant or re-
fuse at its discretion,"

The clause is self -eaplanatory. It will pre-
vent speculation.

The ATTORNEY GENERAL: I am in
accord with the intention of the amend-
men!. However, I am not sure to what ex-
tent it might be covered, or partly covered,
by a prior provision in the Act.

Hon. A. H. Panton: I think your Bill
provides for it, but I want to make sure.

The ATTORNEY GENERAL, However,
words will be included to prevent people
from making money out of these pro-
visional certificates.

New clause put and passed,

Title--agreed to.

Bill reported with an amendment,

BILL-IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY.

Seconid Reading.

THE MINISTER FOR INDUSTRIAL
DEVELOPMENT (Hon, A. F, Watts-
Xatanning) 18.40] in moving the second
reading said: This Bill is introduced to give
effect to the proposals which were receitly
discussed on amendments moved by mue to
a motion concerning the Koolan Island
leases3 which had been brought -down by the
membller for Northam. At that time the
matters discussed were twofold-first, what
was to be done in regard to the Ktwlan
Island leases and the claims of H. A. Bras-
sert & Coy, Ltd. of London in respect
thereof; and second, the proposals arising
out of the negotiations which had been con-
ducted by both the previous Government
and this Government with Mr. R. S. Con-
row in connection . with the formation of
a company in Western Australia for the
purpose of establishing a steel industry in
this State.

As I pointed out on that occasion, in
order satisfactorily to implement the forma-
tion of the latter, it was necessary fot the
State to have control of a substantial por-
tion of the Koolan Island deposits, and in
view of the fact that H. A. Brascrt & Coy.
Ltd. were not working the leases it had
been decided that no further exemption
from working conditions should be granted

19611
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to them. Following representations f rom
0waL company through its secretary, Mr.
'Thring, who came to Western Australia for
4theP purpose, a sub-committee of Cabinet
.,was appointed which conferred with Mr.
.Conrow and after these discussions request-
ed him, as adviser to the State Government
ana in conjunction with the officers of the
Department of Industrial Development, and
particularly the 'director thereof, to dis-
cuss some arrangement which would enable
a fair deal, as it 'was at that time inter-
pitted, to be given to Messrs. Brassert &
Coy. Ltd., while at the same Lime serving
the interests of the State and ensuring that
morally, if not legally, we were carrying out
a reasonable part in the scheme of affairs.

All that matter was discussed in this
House at the time the motion was moved
by the member for Northam and at that
stage it 'was clearly understood that any
arrangement with BRassert & Coy. Ltd. was
to be subject to certain conditions. Of these
the major conditions were as follows-

(1) The Government would not consent
to the transfer of leases or any portion
thereof to Broken Hill Proprietary Ltd., not
being in favour of the creation of a mono-
poly in the major iron resources of Auis-
tralia.

(2) Brasserts tbemsetves or, with the ap-
proval of the Government, other interests
associated with them, to develop one half
of the less the tenure of which the Gov-
enmenat was willing to renew, and the
imeans whereby and the time within which
this development was to commence were to
be disclosed to the Qoverament as soon as
arranged so that approval might be sought.

(3) The State was to have the right to
obtain its requirements, to be estimated and
diselosed, of iron-Ore at about cost price,
and the method of arriving at that price
was to be agreed.

(4) No objection was to be raised by the
State Government to the export of Iron-
ore by Brasserts from the portion of the
lea~es developed by them to any part of the
British Commonwealth or the United States
cf Ameriea, this being subject, however, to
condition No. 3, giving the State the prior
iright to obtain its own requirements.

In return for the Government granting
further- extension Brasserts were to under-
take to supply to the State when required
from their share of the leases such of the

iron-ore requirements of the Government
not exceeding 1,000,000 tons in any one
year its might he requested by the State
during the currency of the leases. The price
was discussed and determined at cost price
plus five I%r cent, or the lowest price at
which Brasserts would sell to any other
purchaser on a free on board ship basis,
whichever was the lower. The method of
arriving at that cost will be found in the
agreement which is a Schedule to this Bill.
The objectives of these negotiations were
to retain sufficient high quality accessible
iron-ore resources to support at some future
date a full-scale steel industry in the State.
and meanwhile to ensure that the Koolan
Island deposits were developed on lines;
which would return some industrial benefits
to the State, It was felt that these arrange-
ments could result in great advantage to the
efforts now being made to establish a steel
industry in Western Australia.

Should Brasserts undertake the installa-
tion of ore handling and loading equipment
for ore oin their setion of the leases, thep
State would be in a position to obtain up
to 1,000,000 tons of ore virtually at cos;t
and have no capital expenditure, and it
might be possible to export some of this ore,
on a barter basis, if necessary, to obtain
finishedl or semi-finished steel products or
alternatively to fill our steel works with raw
materials. I mentioned at the time also
that Brasserts were r0 be given a reasonable
period to dce'elop ore mining and suggestel
that four years might be regarded as a
reasonable, time. The agreement provides
accordingl y, as will he found in the Schedule
to this Bill. If within such time they were
unable to develop the lenses they were ti

revert to the State unless the Governimtnt
was prepared further to extend them on
living sstisfied with the progress achieve.!
by the company in the meantime,

In the course of negotiations Brassert Q
Ltd. expressed their willingness to use thei-
technical resources in collaboration with the
Government of the State to develop a steel
industry in Western Australia or to assiji.
in doing so. At the timie this motion was
discussed the negotiations were proceeding
betwveen Brasserts Ltd. and the State auth-
orities, and upon the passage of the amend-
ed motion these negotiations were proceeded
with and the resultant agreement which is
the Schedule to this Bill was concluded. It
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was further concluded, as will be quite ap-
parent from the Bill, on the basis that .t
should not be absolute unless it had first
been confirmed by Messrs. Brasserts Ltd.
of London themselves under the seal of the
company and had also received the
approval of the Parliament of Western
Australia.

Today we have received information by
cable from London that B3rasserts have now
formally executed an agreement before n

*notary public and it only remains therefore
for this Parliament to ratify the agreemen:
for it to become operative. I referred .a
few moments ago to the proposal that the
State would raibte no objection to the export
of ore to areas of the British Commonwealth
or the United States of America provided
that the provisions of condition No. 3--
that is the one relating to the State's re-
quirements-were complied with. In order
to safeguard as far as possible the export
of iron-ore to the 'British Commonwealth
or the United States of America so as not
to enable it to be re-exported to some
country outside the British Commonwealth
or the United States, the agreement pro-
vides that the concurrence of the State
Government in the export of such iron-ore
will be on condition that it is being pro-
cessed and used in manufactures estab-
lished in the British Commonwealth or the
United States.

At the back of the Bill will be found a
plan of the Koolan Island ore, and the
leases which are the subject of part of the
Bill. It hats been the printing of this plan
which has somewhat delayed the presenta-
tion of the Bill at the second reading. The
plan will be found to be printed in three
colours and that, I believe, has caused con-
siderable delay at the printing office. That
section of the leases to be granted to
Messrs. Brasserts is coloured red and ,is
to come uinder the provisions of the Min-
ing Act, as will be apparent from the agree-
ment itself, as well as subject to the pro-
visions of the agreement. A clause in the
Bill also provides- that the company shall
not raise capital other than in Australia,
the United Kingdom and the United States
without the consent of the Government,
and that the Government is prepared
to consider any proposal by the company
for participation in the provisioii of such
capital.

Another clause in the Schedule provides
that no alienation of the said leases or the
busi-ness or machinery areas of the com-
pany shall be permitted except with the
consent of the Government, with a proviso
that such consent shall not be withheld
in the case of some new or reconstructed
company comprising the same shareholders
as the existing company-and I emphasise
the words "comprising the same ahare-
holders as the existing company "-on exe-
cution of a deed of covenant by the trans-
feree with the Government to perform and
observe and be bound bry all the conditions
of the agreement. Such deed of covenant
is to exclude from the acquisition of its
shares any company interested in the pro-
cess and manufacture of iron or steel in
Australia, thereby carrying ont the inten-
tion of this House that no Australian mono-
polistic enterprise can become actually or
substantially the proprietor of the leases.

A further clausa in the agreement pro-
vides for the cancellation of the agreement
ad.nd the concession granted upon default
of the company to carry out the provisions
of the agreement with a proviso that the
company shall not be liable for the acts
dl God or of the King's enemies. There
is also a special provision that nothing in
the agreement shall prejudice or affect the
right of the Government to forfeit the

'lease under the forfeiture conditions ap-
pertaining thereto. A clause will also be
found in the Schedule providing that the
company will submit itself in respect of
matters arising out of the agreement to the
laws and the courts of Western Australia
so that we shall not be involved-in any
dispute as to where any differeree which
might arise between the company and the
G~overnment shall be determined]. The o011-
pany submits to the jurisdiction of the
courts and the law of the State. There is
a provision for the use of the company as
consulting engineers on reasonable ternis
and conditions to be agreed, and in the
event of dispute this to be determined by
arbitration under the Arbitration Act of
1895.

The validity of the agreement is subject
to conflimation by this Parliament, and un-
less the agreement is ratified 'before the
31st December either of the parties may in
writing determine it. in which ease there
shfill he no claim for compensation ex-
penses or otherwise. Prom what I havo
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said, and from a eios . perusal of the agree-
ment, the House will gather that it follows
very closely th i plan set out in the out-
line of the negotiations referred to by me
when the motion by the member for Nor-
thain was amended by this House. Great
care has been taken in the preparation of
the agreement with the idea of ensuring
that every safeguard possible is inserted
therein and, so far as the ingenuity of the
Crown Law officers can ensure it, the agree-
ment contains every provision likely to be
required to protect the State's best in-
terests.I

The remainder of the Bill deals with the
other matter to enable the State Govern-
nment to participate in the formation of a
company or companies for the establish-
ment of an iron and steel industry in the
State. The immediate objective, however,
was disclosed in the debate to which I have
previously referred. That is, to establish
a company to be known as Western Steel
Enterprises Ltd. with a nominal capital of
£E250,000 'and a subscribed capital of
£125,000 for the following purposes-(a) to
establish and carry on a steel fabricating in-
dustry manufacturing products not pe
viously produced in Western Australia; (b)
to survey and investigate the resources of the
State with a view to establishing the eco-
nomics of an integrated steel industry in
Western Australia; and (c) to develop and
exploit the iron-ore and coal deposits of
the State of Western Australia and to
manufaeture in that State and sell iron and
steel in their various marketable forms.
Siobject to the approval of this Bill, the
Government has decided to assist in the
following manner:-

(1) by investing £25,000 as share capi-
tal forming part of the £125,009 previously
mentioned. It is not proposed actually
to subscribe this sum in cash until £E75,000
is available from elsewhere, as to which it
is believed there will be little difficulty.' It
is anticipated that the balance of £25,'000
necessary to make up the £C125,000 will be
subscribed by an American steel corpora-
tion;

(2) the Government will also provide
£25,000 by way of loan;

(3) the Government will make available
to the company a sufficient area of land for
the erection of its works suitably situated
in relation to the deposits of iron-ore and

coal and road, railway and shipping facili-
ties, and also make available to the com-
pany suitable mining leases for iron-ore and
coal, and it will assist where practicable in
obtaining reasonable railway rates, ship-
ping facilities, electric power and water and
the disposal of waste.

As previously stated, the Government baa
reserved certain coal leases and is now in
possession of the, rights under the agree-
ment with Messrs. B rasserts in relation to
iron-ore deposits, to which I have previous-
ly referred, as well as the other half of the
Koolan Island leases, thus enabling it to
carry out all the agreed requirements with
the company, which have been discussed
with Mr. Conrow, who is the moving spirit
in the matter. It will be noticed that under
the Bill, because of the resources that can
be made available, the Government will be
enabled, if it so desires, to consider the
formation of a much larger proposition
than is at present contemplated. The first
essential in deciding whether such larger
proposition should be established is, I think,
the investigation *to which I referred as
being the second objective of the company
immediately to be formed, namely, the sur-
veying and investigating of the resources
of the State with a view to establishing the
economies of a steel industry in Western
Australia. Therefore the possibilities and
probabilities of proceeding with the much
larger venture will depend, to a great de-
gree, on the research and investigations that
will thus be carried out.

The Bill now before the House enables
any Government in office to enter into an
agreement with any such company. It is
provided, however, that the shareholding of
the Government shall not exceed 50 per
cent, of the shares in any such company.
It is intended that the Government shall
nominate a director of Western Steel Enter-
prises Ltd., so long as it holds shares in
the company or the company is indebted
to it for the sum of more than £1,000, but
in the formation of any greater company
it may be necessary to have more than one
director in proportion to the Government's
interest in the Concern, and provision is
made accordingly. The Bill does not, of
course, state how many directors shall be
appointed or representatives of the Govern-
ment. The Bill empowers the Government
only to enter into such arrangements as
will enable those things to be done.
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In the present instance it is proposed
that Mr. Conrow himself shall be manag-
ing director; that he shall subscribe to 3,000
shares in the capital of the company which,
it is proposed, shall reimburse to him the
expense he incurred in the preliminary in-
vestigations and negotiations. I think no
one wiUl disagree with a, proposal of that
character. Of the £125,000 capital to e
subscribed in the first instance, it is ex-
pected that £50,000 can, with advantage,
he expended in the survey and investiga-
tions mentioned. I think I have said-I
w-ill run the risk of repetition if I have-
that it is intended that there shall be three
directors of this concern, one of whom shall
he Mr. Conrow, one a representative of the
Government and, quite obviously, the third
place will be filled by *a shareholders' repre-
sentative.

The Bill provides thtI h concern shall
not be regarded as a State trading concern
under the 1916 Act, and I think members
will agree that this is a reasonable propo-
sal. If I remember aright the Wundowie
charcoal-iron industry is also excluded from
the provisions of that Act. There will also
be found in the Bill a clause providing that
the Act shall be construed subject to the
Commonwealth of Australia Constitution
Act. At first sight it was not at all clear to
me why it was necessary to make that pro-
vision. I have been advised by the Crown
Law Department that, as the Bill enabled
the accession of capital to a venture of this
kind from outside the State, and there is
provision in the agreement forming tho
schedule to thle Bill in regard to the export
of iron-ore from the State to countries other
than Australia, either the former or the lat-
ter may at some future? time conflict with
the external affairs powers of the Common-
wealth of Australia. Therefore it. is advis-
able to include the saving clause in the
measure.

I would like to say at this stage that in
more recent days we have been favoured
with a visit from a technical officer of an im-
portant chemical manufacturing firm, which
is now considering the establishment of at
chemical industry in conjunction with the
iron and steel projects. A large range of
chemical production is -eing investigated,
using as the main raw materials coal, lime-
stone, acetic acid and methanol. Primarily

for this reason reference has been made in
the major clause of the Bill to the develop-
ment of the limestone resources of the State,
in ordecr to enable the Government if neces-
sary to enter into an agraement with such
a company in a matter which is so closely
related to the projects under considerationi.

This I think brings 'into some prominence
the question of developments at Wundowie,
and. I assured the member for No-rtham some
dalys ago that, when I was dealing with this
measure, I would do my best to traverse the
morn. recent happenings at Wundowie. As
members are aware, the iron and steel indus-
try there is comprised of four main sections,
the sawmilling section, the blast furnace
sec~on, the refinery section and housing. My
information is that the sawmilling section is
-rapidly proceeding to completion of thd
main sawmill. The structure for the mill is
now complete, and the installation of mach-
inery is under way. It is expece~d that it
will be ready for production by June, 1948.
The delay in the starting of the mill is
due to the shortage of materials for machin-
ery installation and the difficulty in fabri-
cating mill machinery requirements at short
notice.

Investigations have been closely pursued
in reent months regarding the utilisation
of the whole of the saw-dust to fire the
boilers, and it is expected that the whole
of it may flow be used for that purpose,
effecting a saving of £C4,000, as against the
original estimated cost per annum of using
fire-wood blocks. This development seems
to indicate that virtually the whole of the
product of the industry can be disposed Of
to advantage-or reasonably so. I will give
some further information on that subject a
little later. The spot mill is in full pro-
duction and is producing -sawn timber for
the housingp project. It is accumulating some
resources of wood blocks for charcoal pro-
duction. The amount of wood in the stock-
pile, allowing for the blast furnace to be
operated at two-thirds capacity: is expected
to last until June, 194, which coincides with
the date I previously mentioned in regard
to the sawmill.

With the exception of a few minor details,
the blast furnace section is complete, and
should operate early next January on a two-
thirds capacity basis, until a full supply of
wood blocks is assured. It is anticipated
that Messrs. Chamberlain Industries Ltd.
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will be able to assist substantially in dispos-
ing of the pig-iron production in the early
part of next year. It is hoped also to make
use of some of the waste products of the
plant, namely slag. Enquiries and discus-
sions have been made and are taking place
with the company with the idea of mak-
ing use of that waste product in the pre-
paration of what is known as slag-wool, and
the making of a building board, and it is,
hoped that a revenue of £1,000 may be
anticipated, in those circumstances, from the
sale of the slag from the furnace.

The building to house the refinery is com-
plete and the installation of the pumps,
columns and piping is proceeding. It is
hoped that the refinery will be ready for
use and in production in June, 1948. Fifty
houses have been completed and 40 morej
are in the course of construction. Housing
was the only part of the work in any way
delayed by the inquiry by Mr. Alexander
Gibson, but even then all housing contracts
that had been let prior to the commence-
ment of the inquiry were proceeded with.
About 50 children are in attendance at the
school which at present is held in the hall
and, although that is quite a conmfortable
building, consilleration is being given to the
erection of a departmental school in the
area because of the likelihood of the attend-
ance being larger. If the negotiations for
the establishment in this State of a chemical
industry to utilise the refinery by-products
are successful, as to which we are hopeful,
there would seem to be a market available
for virtually the whole of. the products of
this concern.

May I say that the debate on the motion
by the member for Northern disclosed, in my
opinion, the fact that consideration of these
matters by this House had been lifted far
beyond the question of mere party politics
and, as I am most anxious that thi.s attitude
should be preserved in discussions on this
measure, I propose to do nothing that will
lead to any discussion on any other lines.
In conclusion I would say that making full
allowances for the contribution to the possi-
hility of the successful establishment of these
industries made by the past Governments,
it will be apparent that the present Gov-
ernment is making its contrihution to their
development and, therefore, I think that
both sides of the House can view this matter
impartially.

I have endeavoured to explain, firstly, the
carrying out of the agreement following on
the decision of this House on the motion
of the member for Northam as amended
and, secondly, the intention of this measure
to enable the Government lawfully to enter
into agreements such as is now contemplated
through Mr. Conrow or in future any agree-
ment along the same lines on a more sub-
stantial scale. I have endeavoured to satisfy
the promise that I made to the member
for Northamn to cover the ground in rela-
tion to the present, position at Wundowie
as closely related to this proposal, and I
feel that the Bill itself is a simple and clear
measure and that the agreement with Messrs.
firasserts, Ltd., on close perusal, will not
be capable of any misunderstanding as to
its terms. I have pleasure in mnoving-

That the Bill be now reed a second time.

On motion by Hon. A. R. G. Hawke,
debate adjourned.

BILL-WESTERN AUSTRALIAN GOV-
ERNMENT TRAMWAYS AND

FERRIES.
In ComImittee.

Mr. Perkins in the Chair; the Minister
for Railways in charge of the Bill.

Clauses 1 to 5-agreed to.

Clause 6--Commission constituted:

Mr. MARSHALL: Subolauise (2) pro-
vIdes that the commission shall consist of
three persons to be appointed by the
Governor. The measure proposes to take
from the Commissioner of Railways and
vest in a commission complete control of
the tramways and ferries including the
omnibuses and trolleybuse, and the powers
now exercised by the Commissioner of Rail-
ways will be exercised by the commission.
At present there is no coatrol whatever by
the Minister except in relation to a few
matters involving Government policy. I
move an amendment-

That after the word "Governor'' in Sub-
clause (2) the words ''and shall be subject
to the Minister" be added.

This will give the Minister some control
over the activities of the commission. I
can speak somewhat feelingly of the exist-
ing position. Recently we have heard a lot
about democracy and about governments
answering to the people for the activities of
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*departments. Helre we are asked to ap-
prove Of a commission) that will be removed
from any interference by the Minister in
its administration. Matters over which the
Minister has control do Dot affect the ad-
ministration, hut deal .merely with the
acquisition of land or buildings, certain
expenditure and so forth. When it comes
to matters of general administration, the
Minister is nothing more nor less than a
rubber stamp. In a true democracy we as
members of Parliament should answer for
our stewardship. Surely a meinber should
he able to interrogate the Minister and re-
quest action to obtain for the people the
results they expect I Under the existing
law that is not possible. Once the influence
or control of a Minister over a Government
department of this character is removed,
there is a gradual hut certain drift towards
total itsrnaniam.

I have had experience as a Minister for
a brief term and I would not say that a
Minister would be likely to interfere with
the details of the managemtent of the tram-
ways, but he should have control. It is
only in the ease of some miscalculation or
wrongdoing 6n the part of the administra-
tion that a Minister would be likely to in-
terf ere. There is more dissatisfaction on
the part of the employees of this depart-
ment than there is on the part of the em-
ployees in any other State department and
the community generally is more disgruntled
over this department than over any other.
Yet this is the only -State department where
ministeriaJ control is forbidden. No mem-~
her can rise in his seat and point to any
other department in which there is so much
industrial unr~st and as to which there is
Suich general dissatisfaction on the part of
the public. I do not whunt the Minister to
say that he has control, because he knows
he has not. That point was definitely de-
cided years ago 'by lawyers. Th-ere was no
difference of opinion among them; they
were unanimious that the Minister had no
control.

What an invidious position in which to
place a public representative! The Mini-
ster may know of some injustice or of some
anomaly, hut thle most he can do is to
appeal to the Commissioner of Railways, or
to the commission, if the Bill becomes law,
to leorrect the injustice or anomaly in some
way or other. It depends entirely upon

the goodwill of the commission. I had that
experience, and do not want the Minister
or any member to tell me otherwise. In
1912, when the Government took over the
tramway system from the Perth City
Council, had the Government decided to
place the system under a separate admini-
stration I venture to say the Minister of
that day would have had some control over
our tramways and ferries, Of that L amn
positive. But at that time it was conveni-
ent to place the tramways and ferries under
the control of the Commissioner of Railways
and consequently the Government Railways
Act was made to apply to the tramwrays.
That is why this Bill provides for the crea-
tion. of a commission.

I do not want any member to prattle
about democracy and argue about political
control, because whenever a crisis has arisen
involving the public, when the public has
been put to great inconvenience, who was it
thlat stepped into the picture and took the
responsibility of effecting a settlement The
Government! Yet, if this commission is
appointed the Minister will not have power
to intervene. I remind the Government that
public, money to the extent of over £1,750,;,
000 is involved in the Tramway Department.
I am quite prepared to, trust the present Min-
ister, or any member who is appointed to
that position, to do the right thing under
all occasions and in all circumstances, but
he should have the right and the authority
to do it if the occasion arises. .We have
had no similar trouble in any other Govern-
ment department, as each of the other de-
partmnents is subject to ministerial control.
We find these other departments running
smoothly year in and year out.

I shall never agree to any legislation
from flow on that will take away from the
people the 'rigbt to call upon their repre-
sentative for redress and justice. We, should
not create bureaucratic departments and
give them complete c~trol, as in the case
of the Railway Department, with its. assets
Amounting to £27,000,000 acquired by the
taxpayers' money. ,Forty years ago what
was done may have been considered wise
and prudent. I understand that about that
rime the then Commissioner of Railways
was dismissed from office at midnight in his
pyjamas in an intoxicated state, but those
days are gone.
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Hon. A. H. Panton: The pyjamas or the
intoxication?

Mr. MINARSHIALL: I do not know
whether hie would be clothed in intoxica-
tion! Things like that, which we would re-
gard ai improper, do) not happen today. We
should change the whole aspect of the situa-
tion because we have ample evidence of
what has taken place and what will con-
tinue to occur.

The 'MINISTER FOR RAILWAYS: I
(10 not propose to accept this amendment,
which I do not think is necessary. This
proposal sets ouit that three commissioners
shall he appointed by the Governor, and
later it is provided that the chairman shall
hold office during the Governor's pleasure.
That being so, the Minister has sufficient
control over the commissioners. There are
some of the hon. member's amendments re-
stricting the activitics of the commissioners
and subjecting them to ministerial control,
which I intend to accept because I think
they may be necessary, such as those con-
cerning the prescribing of tolls and fares,
etc., and the ou~ndment to Clause 18. Those
amendments I think are acceptable, but I
do not think it advisable that the commnis-
sioners should be entirely subject. to the
Minister in everything they do. -Presum-
ably, a competent man will be appointed as
chairman, one who is able to manage the
affairs of the department, and he should
not he subject to interference from a6
Minister in all the little details of manage-
ment. When it comes to other matters, such
as the construction or laying down of new
routes and prescribing policy, power will
be retained to the Minister. That is as far
as I think we should go.

lion. A. R. G. HAWKE: I am dis-
appointed to hear the Minister say he is
not prepared to accept the amendment,
which is a very wise and necessary one.
The proposed commission will control the
tramways and forries, including road buses
which the Government alrea~dy runs and to
which it wilt add in future as more become
available. How the Minister can convince
himself that a commission of this kind
should be outside ministerial direction com-
pletely baffles me! It is all very well for the
Minister to say that this commission should
not have to be subject to the interference
of a Minister in connection with tinmetablci
and routes and items of that kind. No

Minister with any commonsense would think
of interfering in such matters except when
there was a glaring anomaly which would
justify his direction. The great value of
making this commission subject to the
Minister lies in the fact that he then has
power and authority at any time w-hen cir-
cumstances justify it to issue a direction.
No-one imagines that the Minister would
ho spending most of his time carrying out
duties that would ordinarily fall to the com-
mission.

The State Electricity Commission is a far
more important body than the one pro-
posed in this Bill. It is charged with a
responsibility far greater than that with
which this commission will be entrusted. It
is carrying a burden of responsibility, or
will be as the years go by, that will be
many times greater than that which this
proposed commission will have to carry.
The duties and functions of the State Elec-
tricity Commission are far more technical,
detailed and intricate than is the work this
ctber commission will have to do. Yct, in
its wisdom, Parliament-and I think this
epplied to all sections--agreed nnaninmoosly
that the State Electricity Commission
should he subject to the Minister. When
Parliament decided that, no-one imagined
the Minister concerned would interfere with
the ordinary everyday work of the Com-
mission. Parliament thought, however, that
the Commission should be subject to direc-
tion by the Minister and the Government
on those occasions when circunistm.nes war-
rnted such action. That is what the mnem-
her for Murchison is seeking to establish
by his amendment. Neither he nor I nor
any member of this Committee would want
the Minister to be interfering with the
work of the proposed commission every day
and every hour of every day. The Minister
would come in with a direction only when
eireumstapees were sufficiently serious to
justify it.

I would like to bring before the Minister's
notice the visit he paid to Northam not
many days ago in connection with railway
matters, because this provides an instance
closely related to the principle we are de-
bating. When the Minister weat to Nor-

thamn, a joint deputation from the two local
authorities waited upon him in connection
with a drainage problem which had been
greatly accentuated because of major alter-
ations carried out in the railway yards in
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that part of Northam. The Commissioner
had offered the local authorities £50, which
amount he considered all that was neces-
sary to enable the local authorities to meet
the problem that had been created by the
work carried out by his department. The
Minister personally inspected the problem
and was so convinced, from what was said
to him and by what he saw, that he under-
took to do his best to see that the local
authorities were treated more justly tboa
the Commissioner bad, up to that time,
done. The Minister said he would make
representations to the Commissioner to -;ee
that justice was done, and he did so. On
Novemberl the 5th, the Minister sent this
letter to me, to he forwarded to the local
authorities-

I linve to advise having placed the request
of the Nortlham Municipal Council and Road
Board; that the Railways contribute a larger
share than £50 promised by the Commissioner
of Railways towards the cost of the drainage
in Rurn-street, before4 the Commissioner. In
reply, lie states that hie is unable to accede to
this riiest hut is still prepared, it the Coun-
cil and Road Board prefer it, to spend the
£50 departmnen tally ini order to restore the
drainage to the position it was in before the
recent alterations to tile railway yard.

Is it not a dreadful situation for a Mi'~ster
of the Crown to be in?' Is it not an insult
to Parliament, to the Government and to
all our boastings of representative Govern-
ment and democracy when a Minister IS
4convineed by a group of people of the
justice of their ease, and makes intercession
on their behalf to find, because he has no
power, that the Commissioner wipes his
representations aside, and by doing so in
effect insults the local people by saying
that be is not prepared to Trnew his original
offer" If the Minster is prepared to allow
this situation,, to continue, he is failing abso-
lutely in his duty to the people of the
State. I mention this as a small instance.
The amount involved is not great. I have
no doubt that this ease could be added to
a thousandfold by other members. However,
I am not so much concerned about the
amount of money involved as I am with
the principle. It is quite true, as the mem-
ber for Murchison said in moving his amend-
ment, that once we establish a group, whether
we call it a commission or board, or whether
we set uip a single person such as the Corn.
missioner of Railways, that is divorced from
ministerial and governmental control, then we
are establishing a set-up that will, from time

to time, inflict injustices upon the com-
munity for which the public has no remedy,
but for which it should have some remedy.
The person to whom the public of this State
sho'ald be able to go to for redress is the
minister.

Mr. Marshall: The people did go to him.

Hon. A. R. G. HAWKE: That is so. The
person who should be able to grant redress
where an injustice has been perpetrated ii
the Minister, yet, the position with the Rail-
way Department today, and in connection.
with the commission proposed to he set up
to manage the tramways, is that the Min-
ister is not, and will not he able to remedy
an injustice if this commission says to him,
"We have made this decision and no matter
what the people at Northam or anywhere
else say, we are sticking to it." Is that a
position that the Minister for Railways oil
any other Minister wants to be in? Is it
right and fair that it should be so? Is any
individual to have an injustice inflicted upon
him, and to have no remedy? Is he to have
an insult thrown at him, as the Commissioner
of Railways has done by this letter, and
have no remedy?

Surely the Minister and the Government
will establish clearly in this Bill the prin-
ciple that the commission is to be subject
to the Minister! I ask the Minister to
give some thought to the value of the in-
elusion of such a provision from the point
of view of discipline alone. If the amend-
ment is carried, the fact that it is in the
measure, when it becomes law, will in itselfi
be of great value. The Minister will find,

'Q'when it is in the Act, that many injustices
Which now occur and remain unremedied
becaue the Government and the Minister
have no power in certain matters, will not,
in fict, occur at all. That is downright
comnmonsense, in my opinion. IU, however,
the Bill goes through in its present form
and the commission is not subject to min-
isterial or governmental direction in many
matters, then undoubtedly the commission
will feel that it is, to a large extent, all-
powerful and will impose injustices upon
the community and individual members of
the community, and will create severe
anomalies from time to time.

Because the commission will be all-power-
ful and the Minister absolutely powerless
except to make verbal or written interces-
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sions, as he did in connection with this
ease at Northam, he will be unable to re-
move anomalies or remedy injustices. The
Minister is not being asked to give any-
thing away, but to take upon his shoulders
a little more responsibility and make deci-
sions that will stand and have effect. He
is asked to take in his own'ihands a power
of direction that he and the Government
will be in a position to use when circum-
stances justify that course being followed,
Can the Minister not trust himself?

lion. J. B. Sleeman: No.

flon. A. RI. G. HAWKE: Cannot the
members of the Government trust them-
tielves I

Hon. J. B. Siceman: No.

Hon. A. R. G. HAWKE: Surely in con-
nection with the running of the tramways,
ferries and buses the Minister could safely
trust himself to take the power of direction
into his bands. It is not a matter of any
particular Minister, but of doing the right
and sensible thing for the community by
having in the hands of the Government
power to direct the commission, when that
is justified. Either the Government or the
Minister might make mistakes, but so would
the commission, and its mistakes would be to
the detriment of the public, and possibly
of the Government.

Mr. Marshall: That is the point.

Hon. A. R. 0. HAWKE: And more
especially to the detriment of the Treasury.
In its mistakes, the creation of anomalies
and the inflicting 6f injustices, the corm-
mission would not he answerable to anyone.
It could he dictatorial but, if it were sub-*
ject to the Minister's control, it would be
answerable 'through him to the people.
Both the 'Minister and the Government
should bear this responsibility. If the
people of the State cannot obtain redress
from the Minister, or from the Government,
they can obtain it nowhere. Are they to be
left to accept, without redress, injustices
that might be inflicted from time to time?
The Minister and the Government might
reply to the people and say "Unfortu-
nately we have no power and -no authority.
We think you have a good ease and have
been treated unjustly, and this is a gross
anomaly, but all power is in the hands of
the commission. We sympathise with -you
but cannot help you." That would be a
farce in a State that has representative

Government, and that claims to have some
semblance of democracy. Individuals or
groups should not be left in that position
kind the Minister should not be powerless
to remedy injustices.

For the reasons given by the member for
Murchison, and the additional reasons that
I have put forward, I trust the Committee
will agree to the amendment. If the Minis-
ter and his colleagues are blind to the cir-
cuinstances and refuse to include in the
Bill the principle of governmental and
ministerial responsibility, I trust that Gov-
ernment supporters will favour the amend-
inent, as they know that the Minister has
a close responsibility to the people in mat-
ters such as this. If we throw the people
to the wolves in this matter, that will be
a responsibility for which we will have to

answer. at the appropriate time.
Mr. SHiEABN: The Minister should be

given credit for having introduced the Bill
in an endeavour to provide the public with
a service that they have not had hitherto.
In dealing with the measure members must
realise that there is a certain amount of
experiment associated with a matter Qf this
character. In the Bill dealing with the ad-
ministration of the State Electricity Com-
mission, the first section provides that the
activities of the Commission shall be sub-
ject to the Minister. The Minister might
explain what prompts him completely to
surrender all power to this new commis-
sion, the ramifications of which will be of
tremendous importance to the whole metro-
politan community. I agree that such a
commission, if set up, should not be sub-
ject to petty control by a Minister, if he
were small enough in vision to adopt such
an attitude, but the Minister should ex-
plain why he proposes to surrender all
ministerial control Over such an important
instrumentality as the trains and ferries.

Reference was made to the fact that it is
proposel that the tramway system will be
subject to a great deal of review and ex-
tension, Parliament could not explain away
its surrender bry telling the community that
it psassed a Bill in 1947, handing over the
entire control of this department without
any semblance of control by this' Chamber.
While we do not want Ministers to evade
their responsibilities and I do not believe
any Minister would be ridiculous enough
to meddle with purely administrative mat-
ters, I think, in the interests of the comn-
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niunity, quite apart from the detrimental
effect it might have regarding the status of
Ministers and, in fact, of Parliament itself,
the Committee should have some explana-
tion regarding the situation to which refer-
ence has been made during the debate. If
that is not forthcoming, I feel inclined to
support the amendment moved by the mem-
ber for Murchison.

The MINISTER FOR RAILWAYS: 1
cannot allow the remarks of the member for
Northam to go unchallenged, because they
rather misrepresented the position.

Mr. Reynolds: He would not do that.

The MINISTER FOR RAILWAYS: No,
but there are other phases he did not men-
tion. A deputation from Northam waited
upon wec regarding the matter and before
it arrived I sent for the Mie dealing with
it. This drainage question was taken up
by the Railway Department and plans wvere
drawn up by it and submitted to the secre-
tary of the Northam Road Board and the
Northam Municipal Council for approval. I
understand that gentleman was acting for
the council and the road board, and no ob-
jection was raised by those bodies to the
Commissioner of Railways for-I am speak-
ing from memory, but can produce the files
if necessary-about a month. Consequently
the Commissioner went on with .tbe work and
only when it was practically completed did
the Northam authorities find that the drain
on the other side of the rend, which had
been constructed with oil drums, had fallen
in and they requested that a new drain
should be constructed.

When the deputation waited upon me and
beard of this, those concerned were sur-
prised but nevertheless asked me to go to
Nnrtham to see the position for myself. I
did not think anything was to be gained
by doing so, but nevertheless I complied with
their request. That is the position. The
plans wePre submitted to the two local gov-
erning bodies and no objection was received
from them, 'with the result that the work
was proceeded with. Quite apart from that
rPhase. this is a matter that should be within
the province of the commission because it is
purely administrative. If membeni arc going
to ruin to the Minister regarding all such
small works, the Commissioner of Railways
cannot be held responsible, particularly if

the Minister is to interfere with himn from
time to time.

Mr. Trial: You propose in your own Bill
that members should go to you.

The MINISTER FOR RAILWAYS:
Clause 14 sets out what the Minister may
do and the matters set out are well within
the prerogative of the Minister. Only ad-
ministrative concerns are those left in the
bands of the Commissioner. Later on there
is provision regarding the fixing of fares,
charges and so forth. It is not expressly
stated that such matters must be subject to
the control of the Minister, but my advice
is that the position is governed by the In-
terlpretation Act which specifies that such
proposals must be laid on the Table of the
House and be subject to parliamentary ap-
proval. If there is any doubt onl the point,
my intention is to accept an amendment to
the clause to make the position quite clear,
and leave no doubt that the Minister will
be in charge of that phase.

Hon. F. J. S. Wise: We will come to
Clause 14 in due course.

The MINISTER FOR RAILWAYS; I
admit that I am new to dealing with Bills.
On this point, if there is any doubt I will
consent to review the position and consult
the Crown Law authorities about it, If pro-
gress is reported, I will look into the matter
and we can deal with it at the next sitting.

lion. F. .1. S. WISE: Surely this matter
goes far deeper than a mere consultation
with the Crbwn Law Department, the eff-
cers~ of which might influence the Minister
to alter his opinion! The question we are
debating is that the Government must de-
termnine whether it is anxious to relinquish
authority on every possible occasion or is
determined to accept its proper responsi-
Ibilities. The present Government will go
down in history as an Administration
anxxis to relinquish authority, anxious to
pass it over to boards which in the past
have been opposed by many units of the
Mini,;ry, anxious to give to others responsi-
bilities that are its own. In discussing an-
other Bill recently, I pointed out to thle
Trrasurer where he was giving away the
authority he should retain; and in this Bill
it is again sought to take away responsi-
bility from the Government which should be
responsible for admninist 'ration. I want to
know w~here the Minister stands on a ques-
tion of principle.
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I am not concerned with details as to
whether oil drums were used in the con-
struction of a gutter, but where the
Minister and his colleagues stand on the
principle involved. Recently we discussed
a Bill dealing with the authority to control
the supply of gas. That measure was intro-
duced by the Minister for Works and con-
tained in Clause 3 a provision that, subject
to the Minister, the Act would he adminis-
tered by a commission. Exactly the same
principle is involved in this instance, with
the very important distinction, if not dif-
ference, that the authority for tramway
control as well as railway control will have
the management or mis-management of
assets involving millions of pounds of the
public's money. The Government eannoti
absolve itself froml responsibility in the
manner indicated by the attitude of the
Minister respecting the Bill before the Com-
mittee and say that the board shall have
responsibilities that really belong to the
Government. I hope the Premier will take
a great interest in these Bills which seek
to deprive him, as Treasurer, of finaiial
reslpousihilities that he will regret passing
from him. If we are to have so many Bills
in tone session giving boards power that will
take responsibilities from Ministers, the
public should know just where we are get-
ting and that, because Governments are not'
accepting their responsibilities, someone is
to be, appointed for that purpose. That is
the position.

Flon. A. H. Pinton: And- nothing is
done!

lion. F. J. S. WISE: I repeat these arc
matters in which the Premier should take
a deep personal interest and see that pro-
po-~als-, the eiffect of which will be that con-
trol will pass from his authority, from that
of his Ministers and from the constituted
Government of the State, s hould be
thiproughly inquired into and be objected to
before that authority does pass from him.

Trhe MINISTER FOR EDUCATION: I
have on more than one ocasion listened to
the. Leader of the Opposition on this aspect
and I would not have risen had it not been
for the fact that he claimed that by the intro-
duc-tion of this measure, the Government is
apparently seeking to evade or avoid respon-
sibility. Hle is usually, in fact almost in-
variably, quite logical in his observations on
matters of this kind, hut on this occasion and

on one or two other occasions he has scarcely
lived up to my expectations. Dealing with
the railway Bill, he claims that the Trea-
surer is depriving himself Of Some power and
authority which he is supposed to possess
under the existing Act. He also claims that
the Minister for Railways, too, is depriving
himself of power and authority. I have
made inquiry into the position, an inquiry
directed not so much by the remarks of the
Leader of the Opposition as by my own
desire to have the situation perfectly clear
in mind. The railway Bill simply ought to
replace one person by five with precisely the
same relationship between the five persons
and the Government as there was between the
one person and the Government.

Hon. F. J. S. Wise: You are satisfied with
that, are youI

The MINISTER FOR EDUCATION:
Yes. The conflict of opinion might have been
as to whether it would have been desirable to
make the five persons more subject to the
Minister than the one person had been. I
think the Minister is giving consideration to
that question. It is a matter not of altering
past conditions, but of inserting in the Bill
some conditions that do not appear in general
in the Act. There are specific references in
the Act, as there are in the Bill, to where thq
powers of the Commissioner shall be subject
to the Minister. We are now proposing to
place the tramways and ferries, which hither-
to were part and parcel of the railway autho-
rity of the State, under the control of a
separate body, which obviously is intended to
take steps for the better accommodation and
convenience of the public. I fail to find
anywhere in the Bill-except for the same
conflict of opinion, ivhich is a matter of alter-
ing a principle that has substantially pre-
vailed over a long period of years-any indi-
cation that the position of the Government or
the MNinister is to be worsened by comparison
with what has prevailed over those years.

Ron. A. H. Pan ton: Do not you think we
ought to try to better it?

The MINISTER FOR EDUCATION: I
certainly would not be averse to some altera-
tion in the position, but I rose to indicate
that the proposals in the Bill do not and by
no stretch of imagination can rightly be said
to make any substantial difference to the
position that has existed as between the
ministerial head of the department and the
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commissioners involved over the last many
years.

Hon. A. H. Panton: The Commissioner is
under no misapprehension, according to the
evidence he gave today.

The MINISTER FOR EDUCATION:- All
I wish is not to take up a partisan attitude as
to the desirability or otherwise of the powers
of the Minister in relation to the Commis-
sioner being altered as compared with those
that have existed for many years, but to say
that I can find no justification in either of the
measures, for the continual assertion that
something is being done that will deprive the
Minister and the Government of the consider-
able power they held over those years. It has
been may custom, as it was the custom of the
Leader of the Opposition when my seat was
where his seat now is, to listen as often as
possible and as long as nebessary 'with some
respect to his observations. I took the oppor-
tunity, therefore, having heard him, although
I had no great doubt in mind at the time, of
giving the measure in question a good deal of
consideration, and I could find nothing what-
ever to justify the aspersions upon the pro-
posals addressed to the Committee by the
Leader of the Opposition.

The position of the Government and of the
Minister, so far as I have been able to ascer-
tain by close examination of the proposals in
conjunction with the parent Act which it is
sought to unend-that point must be stressed
-will be no different from what has existed
between Governments and Ministers and the
Commissioner since the Government Rail-
ways Act became operative, and I can find in
this measure nothing to indicate that there is
any substantial change worth noting in that
state of affairs, save that we seek to replace
the management of one Comm issioner of Rail-
ways by three commissioners for the tramways
and ferries, directed, in my opinion, many
years after it was desirable and in pursuance
of the policy this aovernmcnt presented to
the electors last March to set up a new form
of management with the idea, if possible, of
-engendering in the organisation same better
regvard for the public convenience. We can
safely pass this measure in the belief that
it will substantially contribute to that end. I
felt that I ought to rise in view of the
reiterated expressions of opinion-I do not
question the bona fides of the Leader of the
Opposition-and because T had a divergent

opinion which I considered ought to be ex-
pressed and at wh ich I had ar~ived after list-
ening to binm and comparing the railway Bill
with the original Act.

Hon. F. J. S. WISE: It is not easy for
the Minister for Education, either deliber-
ately or otherwise, to misconstrue my argu-
ment against the Government's not takingc
the opportunity it now has to assume con-
trol or avoid it. That is the point which
has s)een debated on both these Bills. The
Minister for Education is satisfied with the
lack of authority. Now that the Govern-
went has the opportunity-and it had the
opportunity when the other Bill was before
the House-to assume and accept respon-
sibility which we as a Government attempt-
ed to get, he is not prepared to take it.
That is the argument. It is at question of
whetaer the Mkinister in charge of the Bill
will agree with his colleague, the Minister
for Works, and say that an instrpmentality
such as this, established by legislation,
should or should not be the reponsibility Of
the Government. In this ease it is not a
question of power and authority being given
away, so much as it is an opportunity to
accert the responsibility which this legisla-
tion can give. I hope, therefore, that the
Committee will not be misled on the Point.
If the Mfinister is agreeable to accept thie
amendment he is agreeable to take the oppor-
tunity of deciding that this department,
with its attendant financial implications,
shall be the responsibility of the Govern-
ment.

Mr. STYANTS: Members have en-
deavoured to draw some analogy between
the control now operating in the Railway
Department and that which will operate in
the Tramwvay Department if this Bill pas-
ses. It is quite logical for them to do so,
as there is great similarity bctween the two,
at similarity brought about by the fact that
much of what appears in the Bill has been
taken from the railway Bill and inserted
in this Bill. Many good parts of the roil-
way Bill have not been inserted in this one;
but manny of the bad features contained in
the railway Bill have been incorporated in
this measure. It has always been my con-
tention that for all practical purposes, with
the exception of finance, the Commissioner
of Railways is, under the present Adt
definitely under the control of the
Minister.
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flozi. A. 11. Panton: The Minister makes
no definite statement on that point today.

Mr. STX'ANTS: The Commissioner of
Railways bases his contention that he is the
sole authority over the railways on Section
16 of the Government Railways Act, hut
there is a saving provision which says that
the Commissioner shall have the mainten-
ance, control, and management of the rai,-
ways "subject to the provisions of this Act."
Any member; who will read the Act will find
at least 20 sections relating to the control
of the Minister.

The Minister for Education: Th at is
quite right.

Mr. STYANTS: As regards minor
matters affecting the working of the tram-
ways, the Minister should not dabble in
these; And I have frequently expressed the
opinion that he would be foolish' to do so,
because lie would be simply making himself
a short circuit for the appeal board. He
would probably he called on at every hour
of the day to settle some small industrial
dispute between the unions, or a member
of a union, and the commission controlling
the tramways. Another important phase
to he considered is the fixing of charges.
Under thle Government Railways Act the
fixing of charges is left to the Commissioner,
hut with the saving proviso that if he fixe.,
a scherluli of fares or charges the Ministee
can declare a schedule himself which will
supersede that of the Commissioner. I can-
not see that safeguarding clause in the Bill.
It would appear. that this matter is to he
left to the proposed commission. Thcrc
may not be any objection to the commission
fixing tie schedule of charges, but I cer-
tainlv consider that the proviso in the rail-
way Act bhould be inserted in this Bill, thus
giving the Minister the right 'to veto any
.sc'hedule of charges. Power is also given
to the Comnii-ioner under the railway Act
to lease any plant, buildings, land, sheds or
Jetties belonging to the department, but he
must first obtain the approval of the Minis-
ter. That ministerial control is absent
from the present Bill. The Commissioner
has to speture the approval of the Minister
before ho can open a railway or put a cross-
ing over another railway.

if we are to draw a comparison between
the two measures, the Minister is certainly
losing some of the control over the Commis-

sioner as far as the tramways are concerned.
I have not entire confidence in boards, the
members of which are civil servants, to
manage public utilities as we desire they
should be managed. I have in mind at
present a board in this State which is usurp-
ing powers it doe not possess. I propose
to do something in that matter at a later
stage if the board does not alter its attitude
in this respect. The hoard is taking such
action in the hope that the Minister will not
interfere. If our own money were invested
in this undertaking, we would see that we
had a much closer oversight of it than i-
provided in this Bill. I believe the Treasurer
should have much greater control over the
commission proposed by this Bill. The
people of the State find the money and we
are the elected representatives of the people.

As the member for Murchison said, we
have heard much about democracy recently;
in my opinion, the correct democratic set-
up for this proposed commission is that it
should be responsible to the Minister, who
in turn would be responsible to Parliament.
Parliament would also in turn he respon-
sible to the people. No private person
would appoint such a commission as is pro-
posed by the Bill without his having some
say in what the eomsso' financial
transactions 'were to he. I believe that, as
representatives of the people, we iKhould
view the handling of moneys belonging to
the people in a more personal sense than
we do, and should have definite Control
over them. I think that t~he Minister, when
dealing with a question raised about drain-
age in Northam, said he thought that was
entirely a matter for the judgment of the
Commissioner of Railways and that if mem-
bers in the various districts were going to
he running to him with complaints of this
kind, he would not be doing much else than
listening to them. I point out that he has
transferred an unfavourable portion of the
railway Act to this measure in that it is
provided that any deputation at which a
member of Parliament is presqnt or in
which he takes any part shall not wait upon
tile directorate. If the Minister has no con-
trol over the Commissioner of Railways,
what is the use of a member of Parliament
going to him with a deputation'? That is
another of the undesirable features that
have been transferred fronm the railway Act
to this measure.
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I would like to know something about the
remuneration of the three members of the
directorate. Is the proposal to be the same
as that in the railway Actl Are those out-
side of the chairman going to be token re-
presentatives', With regard to the rail-
ways directorate, those apart from the two
Government representatives are simply
token representatives. I- would like the
Minister to tell us whether the chairman
is going to he on full time and the other
two are going to be called in only for con-
sultation, when he thinks fit or when they
may think fit, two or three hours a week.
I have not any objection to the number,
hut I do think that the commissioners
should be brought under the control of the
Minister to a much greater degree than
is proposed.

Progress reported.

ANNUAL ESTIMATES, 1947-48.

in Committee of Suppky.

Resumed from the 11th November; Mir.
Hill in the Chair.

Vote-Police, W390,623 (partly considered)

IR. BOVELL (Sussex) [10.35]: I wvant
to join with the member for Kalgoorlie in
paying a tribute to the efficiency of the
Police Force in Western Australia. The
members of that force give long years of
service to the community, and I am directly
concerned with the fact that their retiring
allowance is not lar:ge enough to enable
them to live properly in the evening of
their lives. I know that a number of re-
tired police officers are receiving, for them-_
selves and their wives, approximately £2 a
week each-a total of £4 for a man and his
wife-which is very little above the old-
age pension. I understand that they con-
tribute 3 per cent, of their salaries for 30
to 50 years, and I hope the Government will
give consideration to a better, pension
scheme for these men. Their conduct has
to be exemplary for them to remain in the
force, and I want the Government to give
consideration to an increase in their pen-
sions.

MR. WILD (Swvan) [10.371: 1 listened
with great interest to the member for Kal-
goorlie last week when he was speaking about
the prevalence of drunken driving and the
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very small penalties that had been inflicted.
During the past 12 months in the metropoli-
tan area there have been 6,161 accidents, of
which 58 were attributable to drunken driv-
ing. As one of the legislators in Western
Australia, I feel that we should face this
problem and stamp it out.

Hon. A. H. Panton: The police arc doing
their job; it is the magistrates that are letting
us down.

Mr. WILD: Turning to Section 31 of the
Traffic Act, I feel that magistrates are not in
a position to impose the penalties we would
like to have inflicted.

Hon. A. H. Panton: That is what I say.

Mr. WILD: They are allowed to impose a
fine of only £50 or three months' imprison-
meat. If I had my way, I would make any
man convicted of drunken driving go to
prison without the option. The only way we
can deal with a man who, having drunk too
much, places himself in charge of a lethal
weapon such as a motor vehicle is to deal
with him firmly; and, without hesitation, I
would make the penalty imprisonment with-
out the option and the cancellation of his
driving license for life. We would only have
to do that three or four times and we would
very soon reduce the number of serious acci-
dents caused in this way. I am also concern-
ed about the provision of motor vehicles for
police officers. I feel they are very badly done
by. In my electorate recently, two officers
acquired a motor vehicle. They had only
horse transport, and it became necessary for
them to purchase a vehicle themselves in
order to be equipped with motor transport in
kceping with the times. Not every police
officer when he goes out and takes charge of
a small country station, is in a financial posi-
tion to buy a car. I know it is done in many
Government departments, but I do not think
two wvrongs make a right. I thereforv ap-
peal to the Minister to see that some alterTa-
tion is made. These vehicles should he pro-
vided by the department. They are neecssarv
in the interests of discipline by the police in
the country, and it is our responsibility to
provide them.

Lastly, I am concerned with the 'ar-kirg
fac-ilities in the city. I have reeived one or
two of the little yellow tickets that arn'
placed on the steering wheel from time to
time. I know the Minister has had consulta-
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tions with the Perth City Council, but I havo
yet to see some improvement in the parking
arrangements of Perth. Members know that
when going to the Workers' Homes Board
and other Government departments, it is
necessary to have a car. If one leaves a ear
outside, in the belief that it will be for only a
matter of a quarter of an hour or 20 minutes,
but the discussion is prolonged for an hour,
one returns to find the little yellow ticket.

I do not ask for immunity s a member,
hut I 'do feel that this situation has td be
grappled with. Much of the traffic should be
moved from the centre of the city so that
people who have business there could come in
and park their vehicles for a certain period
without returning to find the little ticket, and
then having to explain to the officers of the
Traffic Branch. I join with the member
for Sussex in commending our police force.
I feel that, with the influx of young cadets
during the last 12 months, the force today is~
not only strengthened, but will be able to
maintain the high traditions that have been
set in the years gone by.

HON. J. B. SLEEXAN (Fremantle)
[10.43]: I have not many complaints, to
make about the actions of the police, but
I have one or two in connection with the
work they are given to do. The police have
heen asked to carry out the highunytn
tactics of the Government in taking from
the motorists the extra license fees. It is
just as bad as highway robbery to increase
the license fees when petrol is reduced. In
addition, we are told that we are to have
'another reduction. It seems to me that
people who use cars for pleasure only will
soon have them up on blocks. It makes no
difference to this Government how many
miles they do, It is about time the Govern-
ment said to the police, "You should refund
some of the money yon have stolen from
the motorists." It is nothing more than a
steal because the members of the Govern-
ment knew the mileage would be reduced.
When questions were asked, the reply was
that there was no way to alter it. Well,
we should find a way. It is of no use sav-
ing to motorists that they have to pay the
full license although they will hardly he
ahle to turn a wheel in the next six months.
We hear of a policeman's life not being
a very happy ope, but it seems that it is
the motorist's life that is not so happy.

License fees have been increased and mile-
Age reduced.

Mr. Styants: And insurance has been in-
creased.

Hon. J, B. SLEFAMAN: Yes, but the
police do not deal with the insurance. I
congratulate the police on the way they
carry out their work, but I cannot congratu-
late the Government upon having asked
them to do the job. Something should be
done with regard to lights. I am not going
to complain about glaring light;, hut I do
about the regulations. The experts-the
R.A.C. officials-say that the regulations
are ridiculous. It is impossible for English
cars to cbmply with them unless their lights
are dipped straight down. The R.A.C. offi-
cials told me that the Safety Council was
going to do something, and I trust that it
will be done soon. Lights that are dipped
straight on to the road are dangerous. I
believe that something might be done in
the matter of speed limits. We find people
being prosecuted for getting up a bit of
speed in places where there is no danger.

I understand there is no speed limit in
Great Britain. A motorist there can be
had up for dangerous driving even if doing
only 10 miles per hour. But here we have
a speed limit, and if a .motorist is going
along Canning-highway, on the south of
the river, where there are no cross streets,
he is likely to be pulled up and told, that
he is exceeding the speed limit and will
be fined. In the populated parts, 20 miles
per hour might be a much more dangerous
speed than 50 miles per hour on the
Canning-highway. I hope the motorist will
be helped instead of harassed. Some people
are fined £2 or £3 for parking six inches,
too far from the kerb while, at the same
time, we read of drunken drivers being
fined £10 or £15. There is no comparison.

I hope the Minister will consider the
points I have raised and see that the
police do not take extortionate license fees
from the motorists; secondly that if the
Safety Council does not do something about
headlights the Police Department will in-
vestigate the matter; and~thirdly that the
question of speed limits will be dealt with.
If motorists can go through the city of
London and other highly populated parts
of Great Britain and America without the
imposition of a speed limit, we should be
ab~e to do so-here. I think more people are
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'killed in motorcar accidents here where
there is a. speed limit than there are mn
England. I hope that the money taken
illegally from the motorists will he returned
to them.

MR. NflMO (Mt. Hawthorn) [10.48]:
We hear a lot about accidents, but I want
to know what we are going to do to pre-
vent them. I na certain that the con-
trol of traffic in this State is the worst in
Australia. I have driven vehicles in all
parts' of the Commonwealth and in my
opinion that is the case. We hear quite a
lot of the Tasmanian traffic laws relating
to major roads. I understand that on a
population basis there are not nearly as
many aceideitts there as here. When driving
along a main street here, One reaches 'A
corner and finds traffic coming from all
angles.

Members will agree that on through
streets traffic is met coming from all direc-
tions. The law in several States is that one
must stop before entering a main street,
and it is a good law. Much has been said
about motorcycles, and lately in my elector-
ate three young men have lost their lives
in accidents involving. motorcycles. Thje
State cannot afford to lose such men. In
some casm the accidents are due to faulty
brakes, and I would recommend to the
Government that all ears and motorcycles
should he required to have a ticket stating
that they are roadworthy, just as a vessel
must have a ticket stating that it is sea-
worthy. Even for an ambulance the speed
limit of 25 miles an hour is laid down, yet
a fire engine can travel at any speed in order
to save a house.

TIME MINISTER FOR PO~M (Hfon.
R. H. MeDonald-West Perth-in reply)
[10.52]: 1 am glad to give consideration
to suggestions made by members on these
Estimates, and will have examined several
matters to which they have drawn atten-
tion. The member for Kalgoorlie referred
to the difficulty of delivering goods in the
central city area, where vehicles are carry-
ing goods that must be conveyed over the
pavements. I agree that that presents a
difficulty, and I discussed the matter with
the secretary of the Western Australian
Transport Vphbicle Owners' Association.
We hope to make some improvement in that
respect. Part of the improvement is to

enforce the parking regulations, however
unpalatable and difficult that may he, to
give an opportunity for goods- vehicles to
pull alongside the kerb in some proximity
to where they may wish to go. Tlhc secre-
tary of the Transport Vehicle Owners' As-
sociation said he thought the Traffic De-
partment on the -whole showed an apprecia-
tion of the difficulties of the d±Ners, and
was not oppressive in eases where it was
obvious that the driver was having diffi-
culty in delivering his goods.

3Mr. Styan is: I know of many eases where
drivers who were delivering goods have
been fined. .1

The MINISTER FOR FOjLlOW:' I think
there have been some such cases; but the
secretary of that association said the
police were recognising the difficulties at
present existing. The funds of the Na-
tional Safety Oouncol are derived from
Commonwealth contributions throughout
Australia, and I think there is a-good deal
of merit in the suggestion by the member
for Kalgoorlie that some of those funds
could be usefully provided for additional
patrol vehicles. I will bring that sugges-
tion to the attention of the chairman of
the National Safety Council, to'ascertain
whether something can be done. More
police patrols mean more motorcycles,
which have recently been ordered and will
be delivered as soon as they can lie ob-
tained. They should be iivailable within
the next two or three months. Up to the
present wve have had only four motorcycle
patrols for the whole metropolitan area,
and they have been quite inadequate. The
member for Kalgoorlie and the member for
Swan have referred to drunken drivin!g.

I appreciate the importance of that as-
Pect, and the then Government last year
brotight down amendments to the Traffic Act
under which, in addition to the previous
penalties of a fine and imprisonment, there
was provided an automatic suspension of -he
license for three months for the first of-
fence, six months for the second offence,
one year for the third offence, and after
that suspension for life. The member for
Kalgoorlie raised that point by question
the other day, and the Government is giv-
ing it -consideration. It is proposed to
allow the recent legislation further time
before we consider an extension of the
pennities. I do not know what proportion
of applications for remissidn is received
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in the case of suspension of licenses, but
a great number comes to mc. I am afraid
thevy are not granted, but there is no doubt
%hat a susipension, even for three months,
is in many cases a severe penalty.

1Mr. TriaL: Especially if you stop the ear
,from running.

The MINISTER FOR POLICE: Men
i~Orn depend on their cars for a livelihood
may have to spend £100 in employing a
drive;, and men who are employees living
ait a distance from their work are in danger
of losing their employment.

lion. A. H. Panton: Others are in danger
of losing their lives.

The INISTER FOR POLICE: If the
hon. member will allow it, we might have
a little further time to gain experience of
thosqe amendments. If they are found in-
effective in curbing drunken driving I will
lie prepared to introduce more drastic
remedies On the first conviction for
drunken driving- three months' suspension
is automatie, I come now to the question
of headlights, and the height of the beam.
Last year I raised that question in this
Hlouse. it is a matter of great importance
and I propose to have it examined as soon
as possible to determine whether we can
take some steps to eliminate the danger
frciin glaring lights, ond] at the same time
enah'e those driving by night on country
roads to do so with reasonable safety.

lHon. X. B. Sleeman: What about when
th~e lights are dipped right down?

The MINISTER FOR POLICE: There
is the question of the height of the main
beam. On most English cars the lights
dip to one aide.

Mr. Kelly: What about cars with only
one headlight?

The MINISTER FOR POLICE: That is
an ori'ence for which they can now be con-
wited. On the matter raised by the rnem-
her for Sussex, I appreciate that there is
some reason for feeling that provision for
retirement is not adequate. I can assure
th' lion. memher that I have discussed that
mFratter with the Police Union, at a depute-
ton, and with the Commissioner. I have
certain information that has been collect-
ed, and the Government will give the matter
its consideration. I will make inquiries
regarding additional motor vehicles for the
polite. I believe that where they wish to

buy a vehicle privately they are allowed
the benefit of buaying it at the Govern.
ment price, a rate cheaper than that at
which they could purchase it in the ordin.
ary way. I have not previously had any
representations as to disability suffered by
police through not having motor vehicles.
I will make inquiries and see whether
better provision can be made in that re-
gard.

Mr. Styants: They are paid on a mile-
age lpsis.

The, MLNIST.ER FOR POLICE: They
can be assisted to buy a car as their own
personal property, by buying it on terms,
and at the Government rate, and they are
laid a mileage rate for all work they do for
the Government or for their departmen.
InI addition to that, they have the ear for
their own personal and family use. In
some cases, they may prefer it that way.
The member for Fremantle referred to the
restoration of license Lees. The decision to
revert to normal licensing fees was reached
before there was any suggestion that the
Cornmonwealth Government intended to re-
duce the petrol ration.

Hon. J. R. Sleeman: You did not ilquirp.
about it.

The MINISTER FOR POLICE: It was,
before there was any rumour about if.
Apart from that, there is something to he
said on the other side when one looks round
and sees the extraordinary number of cars
on the road today. Never before in the
history of the State have there been so
many. If wve compare the petrol ration
when the reduction was wade with that re-
eved under the present arrangement, it
will he found that there are quite a number
of people whose petrol ration is adequate
for all the travelling they want to do. ('on-
sequently they are suffering no hardship.
It would he rather difficult to suggest that
the recent action taken by the Common-
wealth Governmient for a very good cause..
has brought about any great depletion in
the number of ears on the road.

The pariking position has been examined.
A conference was called by the Government
of all concerned -with the problem in the
metropolitan area, and the mnatter has been
discussed by the Safety Council. The final
report from that body is about to be re-

0eived and I think that within a very short
time there will be special areas set apart to
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meet parking requirements. I will make
inquiries regarding speed limits in the dif-
ferent areas and also refer to the Commis-
sioner of Police and the Chief Traffic In-
spector, as well as the Safety Council, thc
suggestion by the member for Mt. Hawthorn
that tile road worthiness of vehicles should
be investigated, together with the proposal
regarding the stopping of cars on reaching
main roads.

Hon. A. Rt. G. Hawke: That applies al-
ready in Western Australia with regard to
some roads.

The MINISTER FOR POLICE: That is
perfectly correct, and it may be possible to
take steps to increase the number of places
where vehicles must absolutely stop before
proceeding along a main road. I will under-
take to have the position examined.

Item, Salaries and allowances, etc.,
£831,223.

Hon. J. B. SLEEMAN: The item deals
among other things with the salaries of In.
spectors and traffic inspectors. In the
course of his reply to the debate, the Mini.
ster tried to throw the blame on the Com-
monwealth Government for the inspectors
being given orders to collect more fees from
the suffering motorists of this State. He
cannot do that, because it xwas only a few
weeks after the end of the year that the
petrol ration was reduced. Under the
staggering of licenses most people paid
their fees before August and by that time
the reduced petrol ration was in force and
then there was the further reduction.

It is not too late now for the Minister to
make a statement to the effect that reduced
fees will be charged because of the reduced
mileage that can be travelled by motorists.
It is easy for the Minister to talk about the
larger number of cars now ba the road. Each
ear-owner has to pay an increased license feo
from which the Government is deriving some
benefit, and motorists should not be robbed as
in the past. I trust the Minister will see that
the inspectors are given orders in future to
collect smaller license fees than at present.
People have a right to pay for what they use.
Cars are used less frequently than before and
the proposed additional reduction in the.
petrol ration will mean that many cars will
shortly be put on blocks. They may be used
two or three times a year, and in the circum-
stances the motorist should not be required

to pay the license fee levied at present. I
am not saying anything against the traftic
inspectors who arc doing their job very well,
but I. want them instructed to collect smaller
fees.

The Minister for Police: I can assiure
the member for Fremantlo that if I find
any great proportion of the ears are on
blocks, I will further examine the position.

Hon. J. B. SLEEMAN: It is no use the
Minister saying that if he finds a large pro-
portion of the cars are on blocks, he will
further examine the position. People who
use their ears privately will be able to take
them out very seldom; when they do, it will
be for small mileage. They may be able to
get over the Christmas holidays on the pre-
sent ration because I understand the altera-
tion is not likely to take effect until after that
period. The Minister is fortunate in that he
has the use of a ministerial ear, of which I do
not complain, but he does not know the diffi-
culties of private motorists and. I trust he
will see that they got more petrol tickets and
have to pay smaller license fees.

Vote put and passed.

Vote-Department of Native Affairs,
£C65 293:

THE MINISTER FOR NATIVE AF-
FAIRS (Hlon. R. R. McDonald-West
Perth) (11,8]: I him very interested in
introducing these Estimates, which relate to
a matter in which all members and a great
many of the public are concerned that we
as a State shall do the hest we can for
the original inhabitants of our country.

Hon. A. R.. G. Hawke: I think we would
be prepared to give tou leave to continue
your remarks at the next sitting.

The Chief Secretary: We have had a lot
of gas.

The MINISTER FOR NATIVE
AFFAIRS: I think we can deal with tis
Vote.

Hon. A. H. PANTON: If we are to have
a It. night, we will see that we do.

The MINISTER FOR NATIVE
AFFAIRS: The native population of the
State, according to the figures usually sup-
plied, represents five per cent, of the
State's total population. That means we
have a minority, and we have not only the
ordinary duty to a minority, but a special
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duty due to the fact that the natives, as
the original inhabitants of Australia, re-
quire particular consideration on account
of the defeneeless position they occupy in
many instances, and because of the differ-
ence between the general standards they

po.tsand those of a more advanced state
at society. Last year the expenditure under
this head was £74,800. The estimate this
year is £75,293.

The amount of the estimate of exliendi-
ture shows only a comparatively slight in-
crvase, but I believe that if we can get
the materials and if certain plans that are
w before the department can be carried

ou',, we may have to apply, to the Trea-
surer-and I have no doubt we will get
the money-to advance that expenditure to
a considerable extent. Of this amount, the
sum of £10,000, as members will recollect,
Conies bj way of special Act. When this
country was first granted self-government,
the British Piirlianment made it a condition
that we should set aside annually a certain
part of our consolidated revenue to pro-
vide funds for the welfare of the aboriginal
inhabitants of the State.

The revenue derived by the department
is estimated for the current 'year at
£17,000, which is practically the same as
was received in the last departmental year.
The revenue is derived chiefly from the
activities of certain departmental institu-
tions, in particular the station at Moola
Bulla in the Kimberleys near Hall's Creek,
where a considerable number of cattle are
run and from which cattle are supplied to
the Wyndham meatworks. As a result, a
substantial revenue annually accrues to the
department.

In connection with the administration,
last year the appointment of two additional
travelling inspectors increased the expendi-
ture on salaries by fL,126 and contingencies
for travelling expenses by £C1,200. Four
travelling inspectors are now operating
from headquarters at Broome, Carnarvon,
Geraldton and Perth. By means of these
travelling inspectors a great deal more con-
tact is being kept with the native popula-
tion, and the opportunities are better now
for observing their conditions andi trying
to assist in their health and welfare and in
the activities of -the various institutions.
Consideatfion is being given by the depart-
merit to the appointment of an inspectress,

which will be a new appointment-a woman
who will be concerned directly with native
women and children, not only those who
are in the various institutions, hut also
those who are outside the institutions and
will be found carrying out their occupa-
tions in the various parts of the State.

Efforts are being made to provide im-
proved facilities for the several institutions
such as water supplies, and ablution and
sanitary facilities on native reserves but,
until materials become more plentiful, we
are meeting with the usual difficulties in
that direction. The reserves, particularly in
the South-West, are not what they should
he and an endeavour will be made by the
department as soon as possible to ensure
that the conditions on the reserves are more
in keeping with what everybody would de-
sire.

Attention is also being given to the matter
of housing, not only on the reserves hut also
for individual natives. It is considered that
some start might be made at an early date
with selected natives of good standing and
in employment earning a decent living, by
which they would be given a small house
so that they would be able to set some-
thing of an example to their fellows as to
the way in which they could maintain a
house and live under conditions more nearly
approximating those of white people. Repre-
sentations have been made to the State
Htousing Commission for its consideration,
that while housing for white people is neces-
sarily more urgent than it is for natives
in some cases, yet some provision might
he made for materials to be diverted to
building a special type of dwelling which
might he allotted in different townships to
one or two natives, and gradually en-
couragement could he given to natives to
occupy houses of a standard More compar-
able to those of white people.

Reference was made earlier in the session
to the position at the Moore River settle-
ment. It is well known that there are im-
provements in connectioa with Moore River
that the department has long felt should
be made. It must he realised that during
the war it was not possible to do for Moor.
River and other institutions a great many
things which everybody agreed should be
done. lWben I accepted responsibility for
this department, .1I found on the
files that my predecessor, the mem-
ber for Kimnberley, had been giving a
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great deal of attention to various as-
pects relating particularly to Moore River,
and there were proposals for the acquisi-
tion of a farming property, perhaps in the
area near York or Kellerberrin, to which
children and also natives of good character
might be removed from 'Moore River.

At present there is a difficulty at Moore
River in that there is a certain associa-
tion between delinquent natives sent there
for reformatory purposes and natives of a
lbettetj stamp and also children wrho are in
the settlement. I hope that we shall be
able 'to secure a suitable property which
will relieve the settlement of the children
and better class of natives, and will-be to
somne extent self-supporting and at which
it will be possible to train the natives, and
especially the children, in various trades,
particularly rural occupations that would
help them to secure employment and make
a good living at a later stage. A number
of properties have already been inseected
but it has not been possible so far to se-
cure one that has all the attributes that a
property of this sort requires. There are
two cattle stations of an institutional
character in the Kimberley district, one at
Munja and one at Moola Bulla.

Hon. A. A. M. Coverley: You do not call
'Munja a cattle station, do you?

The MINISTER FOR NATIVE AF-
FAIRS: There are very few cattle at
Munja, about 150 bead, I believe, but from
Mloola Bulla there have been despatched
to the Wyndham meatworks during the
1947 season two mobs of cattle, and the
'herd on the station has increased by ap-
proximately 2,000 bead. The Government
arranged to have a survey of native insti-
tutions made by Mr. Bateman, Resident
Magistrate, who left for the Kimberleys
some three months ago to inspect the vari-
ous installations and native hospitals and
report to the Government as to what might
be done for the more effective -working of
the stations and the welfare of the natives.
Mr. Bateman has now completed his sur-
vey of the northern areas. He is about to
start on the Murehison district, the South-
West and the Great Southern and I ex-
pect that within three or four weeks he
will have completed his field work and will
he in a position to commence on his re-
port to the Government.

No survey of that description has been
made since Mr. Moseley was asked to re-

port in 193.5. and, in view of the' many
changes which have taken place in the in-
Icr vening period, particularly due to the
war, it was considered desirable that there
should be an independent examination of
these various institutions in order that we
might have the latest report on the subject.
There is a property in the Kimberleys which
wvas established by my predecessor, the
nmemb er for Kinmberley. It is known as the
Udialia Native Station. It is a place which
I have not yet had the opportunity to visit,
although I have been to a considerable num-
ber.

B~on. F. J. S, Wise: It isg a little oasis.

The MTINISTER FOR NATIVE A-F-
FAIRS: I believe it is. I have been to
Moola Bulka and to a considerable number
Of the settlements from WyodhaIm South-
ward. id ialla is progressing and it is hoped
to establish tropical agriculture in that
area. The adviser from the Department of
Agriculture has visited the station, and I
agree with the Leader of the Opposition
that this property, which is on the Fitzroy
River and bas extraordinarily good soil
and a plentiful water supply, offers pos-
sibilities of development and of training of
natives in pursuits which they can learn
on the station. Good markets are avail-
able for the produce which can be ob-
tained from the station. The Carolup Na-
tive Settlement has had some staff diffi-
cult ies. It has not been easy always to
obtain staff who have the interests in na-
tive affairs which is desirable for institu-
tions of this kind, but both the Carolup
school and the institution itself have on
the whole, been doing good work. The re-
cent exhibition of drawings from the child-
ren of the Carolup school, aged about 12
to 14, excited much interest. All the draw-
ings were purchased by the public. The
total proceeds of the sale of the drawings
and of the entrance money to the exhibi-
tion realised more than £100. I know one
well-known Perth artist who bought 11 of
the pictures done by the children at that
cr1ib it ion.

Hon. A. A. M. Coverley:- It was a Lab-
our Government that re-established
Carolup.

The MINISTER FOR NATIVE
AFFAIRS: I do not know what its origin
was, but I consider it to be a good property
that is doing excellent work. The school is at
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present under the control of a headmaster,
Mr. Noel White, who is enthusiastic in the
education of the children and is adopting
methods, which are extremely interesting, of
relyingr upon their natural aptitude for
drawing in order to instil a knowledge of
various other subjects which might be diffi-
cult if not approached through this manual
ability on the part of the natives. There is a
daily attendance at the school of about 60
children. On the farming side, the Carolup
State farm is being built up by further addi-
tions in the shape of a dairy herd. There are
700 fowls and so the settlement is support-
ing itself in eggs. There is also a vegetable
garden of three acres and pigs are being
supplied on the farm as a sideline. There are
180 natives of all ages at Moore River who
are maintained at a cost of 2s. 7d. per day.
The settlement is being improved to a cer-
tain extent in order that it may be made
more self-supporting. There is a dairy herd
of 26 head, of which 12 are regularly milked
to supply the settlement.

There are various depots and various insti-
tutions throughout the State totalling 12 in
all. I do not propose to deal individually
and in detail with each one of them; but an
endeavour is being made in the case of some
of the institutions-for example, the Cosmo-
Newbery depot-to increase opportunities
for natives to learn rural pursuits. This
depot, it is hoped, will run both cattle and
sheep. At present, the cattle there total 154
and a consignment of 200 ewes was recently
placed on the depot The health of the
natives has, on the whole, been reasonably
good. It is regretted that it has not been
possible so far to secure a medical officer to
replace Dr. Musso, who resigned some time
ago. Every endeavour is being made and
it is hoped that before long a medical man
will be obtained who will devote himself to
the health and welfare of the natives. I
wish to say a word or two on more general
lines. There are said to he approximately
26,000 natives in this State, of wvhich, in
round figures, 10,000 are stated to be tribal
mfatives of the full-blood in the north of the
State. That figure is purely arbitrary. I
have been told on some authority that the
number in the Northern areas is consider-
ably less than 10,000.

Hon, A. A. M. Coverley: It is pure guess-
work.

The MINISTER FOR NATIVE
AFFAIRS: On the guesswork figure the
population is said to be 25,709, which in-
cludes half-castes and full-bloods. We have
in this State 18 religious missions and, as I
said, 12 departmental institutions. The
expenditure for the year ended the 30th
June, 1946, on the natives in this State was
£2 18s, per head, This had to cover adminis-
tration charges, -health, rations and indus-
trial, social and all other welfare aspects, iin
addition to education, and that amount has
to be eompared with £,2 4s. lid, per head
which in the same period we spent on educa-
tion alone in this State. There arc approxi-
mately 217 natives ini the Derby Leprosar-
ium at present, and this institution, which
I visited, can he -said to be one of the best
in the State with regard to the care it ex-
tends to our natives. I think members will
agree that any policy for natives must be
built on two main foundations. The first is
that it must be a long-term policy, by which
I mean one that is to some extent experi-
mental, because we have to learn by trial
and error, and it must be lasting enough to
take advantage of and to learn lessons from.

The second foundation of policy must
most definitely be the placing of emphasis
on the children. Nothing is plainer, I think,,
in regard to any possible prospects for the
aboriginal population of our State, and their
advancement than that every pound spent
on the children will yield a better return
than money spent on adults. While we have
a duty to the adults to help them all we can
in health, physique, opportunity and wel-
f are, I think that the main advance of our
native policy will be and must be through
what we can do for the children. Therefore
it seems to me that now the war has ended
-and I hope before long opportunities to
secure person net and materials will become
hetter-more and more must the impetus of
our departmental activities and our State
activities be addressed to the welfare of the
children.

There has been started recently in the
Wandering area a religious mission to half-
caste children which I believe will be of very
great value. The buildings have been com-
pleted-or some of them-and I believe the
children will he received there at the com-
mencement of next year. I consider that
this institntion, which is based on compre-
hensive plans and will involve not only the
welfare but education for our half-caste
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children and for those who are growing up,
will be one of the most important of the insti-
tutions that will make for opportunity and
a new chance of citizenship for our half-
caste population in the southern areas of the
State.

The Premiers' Conference in August last
accepted a motion on behalf of our State
with the approval of all the Premiers and
the Prime Minister that there should he a
conference held before long to examine the
matter of financial assistance by the Com-
monwealth to those States with native popu-
lations. The care of natives from the finan-
cial point of view is a national matter and
I believe strongly that there should be a
Commonwealth contribution which would
represent the responsibility of the whole of
Australia, including certain States which
have no native population at all and which
at present make no contribution towards the
duty we owe to the aboriginal occupiers of
this country. That meeting of representa-
tives of the States' Native Aiffairs Depart-
mnents. will, I believe, be held fairly early in
the New Year, and 1 am optimistic that the
Commonwealth will see its way clear to pro-
vide for States with native responsibilities a
substantial sum of money to aid them in dis-
charging their duty and providing oppor-
tunity for their native populations. In addi-
tion, the Grants Commission has indicated
that it will sympAthetically consider expendi-.
tore by a State like Western Australia for
the purpose of meeting its obligations in this
direction.

As we have the largest native population
of any State, including the Northern Terri-
tory, there is justification for some increase
of a snhstantial nature in expenditure in
order to take up our responsibilities for the
aborigines and their descendants. The mem-
ber for Kimberley will, I feel sure, realise
with me that a change has taken place in
our native population. This has been brought
about by contacts during the. wvar, by a wider
dissemination of ideas, in some vases, by
propaganda of a kind which exists in some
areas but as to the effect of which I am not
going to say very much. But the natives
are getting an industrial sense. They are
feeling they should demand something of
what white people get through their trade
organ isations and unions;, and that is a
movement which we mnust take into account,
and with which we must sympathise, though
at present in many instances there is talk

about all kinds of things which they do not
understand end the use of terms of the mean-
ing of which they have not the slightest idea.

There has been-and I do not propose to
enlarge upon it at this late hour of the
night-a new development in the way of
aggregations of natives in large numbers,
and the camp at the 12-Mile out of Port
Hed'and contains up to 150 natives, and has
existed now for some 18 months. It repre-
sents a new development in native affairs
under whieh the natives, as an organised
community, have been able to live together
and maintain themselves for that length of
time. There is also another aggregation of
natives at Moolyclla, Marble Bar, engaged in
tin mining; and today on that field, 230
natives are making a living from tin mining.
These collections of natives at the 12-Mile
and at 'Moolyclia represent a new fattor in
the life of our native population at which
we must look with interest. In some ways
it may not be desirable hut in others it
represents an interesting advance in the
natives' capacity to live together and main-
tain themselves. It can he looked at sym-
path~etically, but at the same time it can be
looked at realistically. These are new deve-
lopments of comparatively recent occurrence
and are a feature of the development of the
natives in the evolution of new aspects of'
their lives together.

H~on. F. J. S. Wise: The old lubras can
handle the yandies pretty well.

The MIUNISTER FOR NATIVE
AFFAIRS: I helieve so. They can earn £1
a day on those fields.

Ron. F. J. S. Wise: I saw them at the
12-Mdile, recently.

The MINISTER FOR NATIVE
AFFAIRS: When the discussion on the
Estimates is resumed, I will be glad to deal
with any particular aspects of native affairs
that, members raise, and give what informa-
tion I can. This department is one in which
many people are interested. 'On the whole
they arc interested from a real sense of their
responsibility. It is a good indication when
the people appreciate that the original
occupiers of their country deserve their sym-
pathy, anld that efforts should be made to
secure their advancement. I wish to express
to the member for K~imberley my -apprecia-
tion of the opportunities he has given me
for consultation with him, because of his
long experience with native affairs. I also
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wish to thank members for the opportunities
they have made to enable me to see the con-
,ditions regarding native affairs in different
parts of the State.

It is by personal inspection, as far as pos-
sible, that one is able to get a proper idea of
the conditions that obtain, and which vary
so greatly in different parts of this large
State. In the past, much has been done in
Western Australia for our natives-possibly
far more than credit is given for by the
general public. Some 30,000,000 or 40,000,000
acres have been set aside in this State for
native reserves--mainly in the northern
areas. Considerable foresight was, shown
many years ago in realising that parts
of the State should be kept as the
exclusive domain of the aborigines in those
areas. In addition to what has been done
in the North, other parts of the State have
been acquired and set aside from time to
time. Although we must give some recogni-
tion to what has been achieved in the past,
there is a great deal to be done in the future.
As the limiting conditions imposed by the
war become less evident, the opportunity
will arise for the development of all phases
of work in connection with the welfare of
the aborigines and their descendants and, in
particular, the children.

HON. E. NULSEN (IKanowna) [11.45]:-
I have listened attentively to the Minister,
and I feel that he is following in the foot-
steps of his predecessor. His speech was
interesting because it was so sympathetic. I
have a great respect for the natives of this
State. There is a mission in my electorate-
the Mt. Margaret Mission-and it is surpris-
ing to know what the children, have been
taught and what they can do. They are
artistic and have made some fine articles.
Some of the natives have become carpenters
and mechanics, and they compare favourably
with the whites. As I have said, -these people
have brains, so that all they need are oppor-
tunities. I am glad the Minister is concen-
trating on the children. If they arc given
the same opportunity that white children
receive-or anything near it--I am satisfied
that, although they might not do the work
quite as well, they will be an asset to the
State. For many years, the natives-and I
can speak from experience because I was the
first white boy in Wiluna, and was pretty
well brought up with them-have had a rot-
ten spin. They have been exploited by the

whites in every respect, and it is from themt
that they have got all their diseases In-
stead of penalisinig the natives, as we have
done, we should penalise the white men.

Mr. Reynolds: How would you do that?

Hon. E. NELSEN: Quite easily. If the
hon. member had seen what I have seen of
white men chasing young native girls of 12
and 13 years of age, he would believe, as I
do, that such men should not be treated, hut
shot. What would have happened had the,
native treated our white girls in that way?
Nothing would have been considered too
harsh for them. These people have a lot of
pride and dignity, hut they have not been
allowed to develop these characteristics be-
cause we have looked on them as being nmnch
below our standard. We have dominated
them. If the natives were put on good land,
with good suIpervision, there would be no
question about their making good. That has
been proved by the native soldiers of both
wars. I am told that, generally speaking,
the natives were good soldiers, and at the
front were not cowards. At the Mt. Margaret
Mission, the natives have their homes, and
when they eat they place a tablecloth on the
table and set the table similar to what is
done in a white person's home.

We should have good schools throughout
the State for the niatives. They can learn if
they have the opportunities. There is no
question that, when it comes to elementary
mathematics, they are the equal of the white
children. At mental work, they are more
than wonderful in accordance with the tui-
tion they get. We know they are very
artistic. I have seen their work and have
brought samples to this House. Some of
those who inspected it were suspicious as to
its authenticity. The present -Minister is very
sympathetic towards the natives, though he
may not have had the experiende gained by
some members in the early days.

It is forgotten by many that the country
originally belonged to the natives, that we
took it from them and gave them nothing in
place of it, not even equality with the white
man in general living conditions. We took
away their liberty, but are now giving some
small measure of it back to them again.
Until now we have had restrictions on
natives coning into the city, but under the
Bill introduced by ~the Minister certain areas
are allocated, into which natives may come.
If a native is respectable, clean and -tidy I
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do not see why be should not be granted the
same accessibility to amenities as the white
muan, provided that he observes our laws.
Cosmo Newbery is controlled by the depart-
ment, anad I understand that it is doing first
class work. Although the superintendent is
very strict he appears to he doing an excel-.
lent job. Natives must be disciplined to
some extent, just as we discipline ourselves
or those working for us.

I ian glad that the Government appointed
Mr. Batoman, who is both just and impartial,
and his report will he of value to the Govern-
ment and the people of this State. Some of
our policemen are sympathetic towards the
natives, hut, on the other hand, a few are
too severe. I do not think such officers
should be placed in positions of control over
our natives. I could quote an instance from
the early days where, bcca'ase of his own do-
ing, a p~olieeman was speared. After that he
shot every native that he saw.

Hon. A. A. Al. Coverlcy: That was 50
years ago. They do not do that today.

Hon. E. N7LiSEN: No, but there are still
some very hard-hearted persons ia positions
of control. I am sure that if the Minister
were to hear of instances of harshness they
would be properly dealt with. In a number
of small towns it is diffcult to deal with the
natives, though that is not always their fault.
In many instances I am inclined to blame
the white man for the wrongdoing of the
natives. I commend the Minister for being
inclined to give the natives more liberty, to
which they. are justly entitled. I commnend
him for the good work he has been doing, in
emulationk of his ipredocessor, and I belieye
that at last our natives are to be given a fair
go and put on a. basis as near as possible to
that of the white man.

Progress reported.

House adjouned at 11.55 P.M.
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The PRESIDENT took the Chair at 4.30
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ABSENT TO BILLS.

Mtessage from the Lieut.-Governor re-
ceived and read notifying assent to the fol-
lowing Bills:

1. Optometrists Act Amendment.

2, Town Planning and Development Act
Amendment.

3, Commonwealth Powers Act, 1913,
Amendment.

4, Commonwealth Powers Act, 1945,
Amendm-ent.

BILLS (3-THIRD READING.

1, Child Welfare.

Returned to the Assembly with amend-
ments.

2. Increase of Rent (War Restrictions)
Act Amendment.

Returned to the Assembly with ant
amendment.

3. Rural and Industries Bank Act Amend1-
menit.

Po .xed.


